there are several of which the wind curve to leeward rises considerably
less rapidlv than in the case of the most favourable windscreen in
Switzerland, as we learned from comparison.
In the case of much narrower screens with a width of one or
some more rows of trees the difference in width shows itself according
to NÂGEu (TANNER and NAGELI (1941) only bv means of their
perviousness.
In this survey of literature only passive influences of windbarriers
and woods on the windfield have as yet been spoken of. There are.
however, also active infiuences. It is e.g. known that in the davtime
there is an air movement at the edge of a forest into the direction of
the contiguous field, as a result of the differences in temperature in
the lowermost air layers.
HERR (1936) and DÖRFFEL (i) have indeed found
such a
wind. It is a very light wind that may be recognised by means of its
property to convey cool humid air.
Moreover, there is a nocturnal forest wind. which arises from the
cold air streaming down from the crowns of the trees towards the
field. KocH (1934, GEIGER 1942) mentions in this connection a
velocity of i m per second.
These active inftuences have been discovered near the borders
of stands of considerable extent. Nevertheless these influences are
only small. It is to be expected that in the case of smaller strips of
wood they will be even smaller. owing to which they will sink into
insignificance beside the effects of passive inftuence. However, under
favourable circumstances (undisturbed incoming and outgoing
radiation and calm weather) they may from time to time be percei
vable.
It will seldom happen that in a territory one isolated hedge is
to be found.
Therefore the question immediately arises what the influence
exercised by the windscreens collectively. will be. Measurernents
with respect to this problem have also been made, namelv hv FLENS
BORG, NØKKENTVED and co-operators (1940) and bv NAGELI
(1943 and
1946). Moreover, FLENSBORG and NØKKENTVED made measu
rements
on the basis of models.
In the first place attention should be paid to the latter. In these
investigations small 5-cm high screens were used and measurements
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were made at half this height. The screens used were of the “right
type”. i.e. they were open for 49 per cent.
In two series of experiments the windfield was measured behind
the last screen. In the first series a comparison was made between
combinations of 1. 2 and 3 screens. placed at distances of 10 h from
each other. In the second series two screens were used at most. the
distance between which was varied (io. zo and 30 li).
As might be expected the single screen always showed the pic
ture of the most favourable distribution of lee. The distribution
curves obtained in the cases in which combinations were used showed
alwavs some more resemblance to those of screens of great density.
This correspondence was greater as the number of successive screens
was greater, and as the screens had been placed nearer to each other.
Thus a certain cumulation of influences could be demonstrated in
the windtunnel. This was also the case when measurements were
made in the space between the screens, though all details of the
results are not dear. Unfortunatelv NØKKENTVED did not mention
the type of the anemometers he used in these experiments.
From the observations made in the open it appeared that each
screen of the combination appeared to behave in a large measure
as a single screen. in these windscreen systems the distances from
one hedge to another were. expressed in h, of the same order of
magnitude as in the laboratory experiments, so that in this respect
the results are comparable. However, neither FLENSBORG c.s., nor
NGELI dare conclude a cumulation of infiuences on the strength of
their observations in the open. Yet. in some respect cumulation
of infiuences of screens in the open has in principle been accepted.
We have already said that according to NÂGELI the density of a screen
of open design increases as it consists of more rows of trees. We may
consider this fact as a cumulation of inifuences of screens the distance
between which is practicallv equal to o.
As a second example may serve the 9o-m wide forest examined
by NÂGELI (i). In this wood the horizontal component of the
wind movement gradually decreased from windward to leeward, if
with some complications. This also points to cumulation of inftuences
of the different areas into which, theoretically, we can divide a wood.
iii order to explain these phenornena we shali make use of the
picture of the air-cushion. It stands to reason that in this connection
we must not expect to solve all problems, as our knowledge of the
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air-cushion itself is stili for the greater part of a hypothetic character.
Let us suppose we have two parallel windscreens, so far apart
that there is some space between the air-cushions belonging to thern.
In this space the wind will blow with a velocity equal to that of the
wind in the open. In this case there is no reason to expect cumulation
of influences of the two screens, either of them working as a single one.
Now we suppose the two screens with their air-cushions draw
nearer to each other. There will come a moment that the later touch
and then the wind velocity in the open will no longer 5e found at
any point between the two screens. According to the opinion of
FLENSEORG, N2ÇKKENTVED and co-operators (1940) the free wind will
on an average reach the ground between the screens if the latter have
a distance of more than 25 h (the wind being measured at the height
of 1,5 m above the surface). 1f the distance becomes again smaller
the two air-cushions will overlap and air will flow from the one into
the other. Cumulation of infiuences will 5e the result. This effect
will be the more apparent as the screens are nearer to each other.
When the two screens touch the greatest possible amount of air with
reduced velocity will pass through the second sereen.
We realize that this picture is a rude one, and that in many
respects it needs completion. It seems to us. however. that the main
points of it are acceptable.
It has become dear why FLENSBORG, NZKKENTVED and eo-ope
rators could ascertain cumulation of influences in the windtunnel,
whereas this was impossible in the open, although the distances
between the screens. expressed in h. were of the sarne order. The
difference in structure between the air movement in the windtunnel
and in the open has already heen pointed out. It seems likely that,
owing to this difference, the sheltering inftuence in the windtunnel
is perceivable over a greater distance than in the open. Thus it is
not surprising that cumulation in the windtunnel could bedemon
strated. Moreover, the measurements made in the tunnel are more
exact, so that some effect may sooner be recognized as such. the more
so as we have here to do with rather small differences. In the case of
observations in the open it is much more difficult to state a certain
effect. Here the individual properties of the windscreens of which
the sereen system consists must also be taken into account.
In some examples given by NÂGELI (1946) the velocity in the
open was not reached between the successive screens. It seems to
us that some distribution curves may be interpreted as those belonging
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to dense screens. This, however, cannot be decided upon with cer
tainty, as the distribution curves of these single screens are not
known. It seems probable that there was cumulation of influences,
although it was difficult to recognize it as such.
Further, there is a second collective inftuence of screens, but
it is of quite a different nature, as this effect brings about a reduction
of the “free wind” itself.
A territory with hedges which is extensive enough represents a
“rough surface”. which offers more resistance to the air than a
‘smooth” one. i.e. a territory without trees.
In this connection some resuits obtained by BRAAK (19z9) should
lie mentioned. He examined the distribution of the average wind
velocity above the Netherlands and adjacent territories, on the basis
of data obtained at various stations of the Royal Netherlands
Meteorological Institute (K.N.M.I.). These data refer to a height of
6 m. Here we shall only enter into his views of the westerly wind.
Amongst other things he writes as follows:
narrow sheltered region is situated on the landside of the
dunes. more eastward. however, the effect of the southwesterly
seawind. as demonstrated by the one-sided growth of the trees, is
observed everywhere in the bare flat plains of Sealand, South- and
North Holland and frisia. decreasing gradually with the distance to
the coast.
A reciprocal actiofl between wind and tree-growth is here in
operation. the wind hampering the tree-growth while the absence
of trees implies an increase of wind velocity. Therefore, it may be
assumed that in the eastern provin-ces not only the greater distance
from the sea. but also the vegetation brings about a decrease of
windforce.
Generallv speaking. the greater friction above the land may be
considered as the principal cause of the diminution of wind velocity
in the interior.
The decrease of windforce towards the interior is most rapid
near the coast and gradually diminishes at a greater distance. At
50 km from the sea it has become so small, that it cannot be distin
guished with certainty from local effects. We find almost the same
average wind velocity in a region that extends from De Bilt over
North Germany to Berlin, the differences being controlled more by
the local conditions than by the distance from the sea.”
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In this quotation three points are important for us: the narrow
sheltered region east of the dunes, the gradual decrease of wind
velocity towards the interior and the equal distribution of wind
velocitv between De Bilt and Berlin.
Of course we must not consider the dunes as a windscreen or

a system of screens in the sense of the preceding pages. Here we
are concerned with a real rough surface which on an average rises
to a height of some ten meters above its surroundigs. On the seaside
the wind above the beach and the exterior dunes will lie pushed
up and then will meet with the resistance caused by the rough
surface. That a sheltered region is brought about on the landside
of the dunes is easily understood. BRAAK did not have enough data
at his disposal to be alle to give some more information on the width
of this area.
The gradual diminution further to the east shows cumulation
of the effects caused by the obstructions the wind meets on its way,
and the constant average between De Bilt and Berlin indicates a
state of balance. That there is a discontinuitv between the prover
bially flat and bare Dutch polderland from the coast to De Bilt and
the wooded part of the country east of De Bilt is, in this connection,
quite irrelevant.
On the strength of the resuits obtained by BRAAK it is to 5e expec
ted that also a region with windscreens will inftuence the “free wind”
perceivablv, provided the area is extensive enough. Also here a
gradual decrease in wind velocity will occur. As the resistance in
such a territorv will be much stronger than in the flat Dutch polder.
land, it seems likely that the state of balance will be reached sooner
than in the case treated by BRAAK.
We have alreadv seen that we are here concerned with a reduction
of the “free wind”. A single screen will behave in this free wind in
the way discussed above. and will moreover contribute to the reduction
of the free wind.
It seems probable that above such a region the air is somewhat
pushed up, so that the wind, in about the same way as tvhen it meets
a hili. will he inclined to flow round it and over it at a greater height.
In dry hot regions of America (BATES 1934) and Russia (BucH
HOLZ 1941, MAYER-WEGELIN 1943, Zox 1949 and an anonymous
article in the magazine “U.S.S.R. in Reconstruction”, fl0. 3, 1949)
huge afforestations are being made, in order to raise the yield of
agriculture in these regions. That indeed much good is to be expected
3’
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from this comprehensive plan is dernonstrated by the figures of pro
duce recorded by NÂGELI (1941). The American plan makes provision
for the laying-out of a belt of i8oo km long. on an average x6o km
wide, running from north to south. in which the cultural soil is to
be protected by win dscreens. In Russia the plan comprises the whole
of the Russian steppe in Europe. Here a network of shelterbeks is
to protect the crops against desiccation, and belts of forests, chiefty
running from north to south are to be planted. The most easterly
vill have a breadth of 100 km. and will extend along the river Ural.
This belt “will take the first assault of the scorching desert winds”.
WOELFLE (1938) made a plan for local application. Also in this
one broader strips of woodiand (o m wide) were included as well
as narrow hedges.
3.

PRECIPITATION

Little is known of the infiuence of windscreens on precipitation.
The first important question that presents itself concerns the infiuence
on the total amount, and the answers given differ from each other.
NAGELI (1941) records measurements made at the experiment
station in the Kamennaya steppe. The resuits seem to indicate that
in sheltered areas more precipitation occurs than in unsheltered
ones, as between the years 191$ and 1924 the annual precipitation
in the former amounted to 15 per cent more than in the latter. Others.
liowever, severely criticized the methods used in making these
measurements, NAGELI mentions.
That also snowfall is infiuenced by windscreens is dear to every
close observer. When snow is falling during strong wind and at
temperatures below zero it is to be observed that niost snow lies in
sheltered places. and in such a manner that the depth of the layer
of snow is a refiection of the windfield (KREUTZ 1943. NÂGELI 1946,
see also page 20). In the open the snow is swept on, until it setties
in a sheltered place, e.g. in a trench or near a cluster of trees or a
house. In the annual averages of the Kamennaya steppe the figures
on snowfall will undoubtedly have been worked in. So the increase
in precipitation mentioned above does not say anything of the amount
of ram fallen, if we do not know the proportion of the annual amount
of snow to that of ram.
Of course the statements of KREUTZ (1941) and NAGELI (1946)
according to which “the depth of the layer of snow is a refiection of
the windfield” holds good as long as the depth of the snow layer is
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small in relation to the heights of the lee giving objects. In case of
heavy snowfall, however, snow dunes may influence the windfield
in a considerable measure.
During severe winters a thick snow layer may be an advantage
to winter cereals. Therefore a sheltered area is in this case to prefer
to an open plain (NAGELI 1941). The large quantity of run-off when
the snow meits may under certain conditions also be useful.
The inftuence of wind on rainfali found by GEIGER (1927, 192$
and 1929. GEIGER 1942) should be mentioned here. He determined
the rainfail in the windfield of a hili. He found the precipitation,
measured by means of ram gauges placed horizontally, was greatest
on the lee side, which result is in contrast with those obtained in
measurements near mountains, where, owing to the cooling down
of the upward movement, ram will fali on the wind side. GEIGER
considered his result to be self-evident, as in strong wind part of
the ram is swept along in a horizontal direction, owing to which most
ram must fail in sheltered places (just as in the case of snow).
1f we should apply GEIGER’S resuits to regions protected bymeans
of windscreens. in which, as we have seen. places with different wind
force are to be found at a short distance from each other, we may
expect that also here differences in rainfali will occur. Some rather
iricidental ram measurements made by KREUTZ (1943) seem to con
firm this surmise. These considerations, however. do not allow a
conciusion referring to sheltered regions of greater extent, as in
this case various other factors will play a part.
4.

TEMPERATURE

Literature on our subject also contains interesting information
on the temperature in sheltered areas. for us this is of great impor
tance, the more so as temperature is the factor which we ourselves
have studied most minutely.
In Russia the average summer temperature is between wind
screens somewhat lower. the average winter temperature a littie
higher than in the open steppe. The differences, however, are slight
(NAGELI 1941).

According to FLENSBORG (1926) windscreens increase the average
air temperature. His opinion is probably based on the resuits of an
investigation by LA COUR (1872, NAGELI 1941) in Denmark. Accor
ding to the Jatter, protection distinctly causes higher temperatures
in the daytime, somewhat lower temperatures, however, at night.
3.)
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Thus the average temperature in the sheltered region was about
o
C higher than in the open. According to LA COUR this increased
daily amplitude certainly causes a greater danger of nightfrost. This
has also been pointed Out by BODROFF (1936).
Further LA CouR (1872. GEIGER 1942) proved that woods are
surrounded by a belt with greater temperature-fiuctuations. He
considered this to be in the first place a result of the greater effect
of incoming and outgoing radiation, which is brought about under the
influence of the greater calm in the lowermost air lavers. The meaning
of LA CouR’s statement will become dear when we shali discuss the
opinion of 3ODROFF (see page 35).
On the base of air temperature determinations made simul
taneously with his wind measurements NAGELI (1943) concluded
that in the daytime in shekered regions the average temperature is
slightly increased.
Also BATES (191 i) mentioned the increase of the diurnal ampli
tude of the air temperature. The greatest differences amounted to
..O
C and the maximum rose as much as the minimum fell. The
measurements were made at a height of 122 cm (. ft). In his general
conclusions, however, BATES generalized too much, and considered
this value of the increase of the temperature amplitude to be the rule,
which must be called premature.
His second conclusion concerned those places with respect to
the screen where the extreme values occur. According to him, the
highest diurnal maximum and the lowest minimum are to be found
in those places where the wind is reduced most, which places were
determined by him from the course of his evaporation curves.
Of his other conclusions we only quote those that are still of
importance: “As might be expected, clouds, by preventing insolation,
and serving as a blanket at the time of radiation, reduce the effect
of the windbreak. When neither insolation nor radiation is perceptible, as after several days of cloudiness, the windbreak has no
effect upon air temperature” (3). Also BODROFF (1936) has men
tioned this phenomenon.
“During precipitation, the effect of the windbreak is beneficial
because it checks the velocity of the wind which gives a penetrative
force to the particles of moisture, and which also causes excessive
cooling by evaporation from the moistened surfaces” (.).
“The daily superheating of the air amounts to about the same
number of degrees whether the temperature outside the protected
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one be high or low. but as expressed in percentages of the total
heat available for plant growth, it is most important in the spring
and fail, when the supply is lowest” (s).
When explaining our own resuÏts we shali fully enter into these
conciusions.
further an important conciusion made by BoDRoFF (1936) should
be discussed. He observed essential differences between the infiuences
exercised by screens at different hours of the day. He worded his
resuits as follows:
“During the first half of the day, when the balance is positive,
the shelterbelt produces a warming effect. During the second
half of the day, from about 3 p.m. to sunrise next mornin
g,
when the balance is negative, the shelterbeits produce a cooling
effect.”
BODROFF did not give a nearer explanation of this
phenomenon.
Yet it is rather evident, as he himself connected it with the balance
of heat. In this connection we should premise that in the open the
lowermost air layers are mixed by the wind in a larger measure than
in a sheltered area, where as a rule the air movement is less. When
before noon the balance of heat is positive, the air, as is known, is
warmed via the ground. In the open now the ground will 5e more
subject to cooling down than in the sheltered area, as in the open
a greater amount of air must be warmed. Therefore in this part of
the day the temperature of the ground as well as that of the lowermost
air layers may become higher in a sheltered area than in an unshel
tered one. Later in the day when outgoing radiation surpasses in
coming radiation (negative balance of warmth) it is again the ground
or the vegetation via which outgoing radiation takes place. The energy
emitted comes partly from the ground and partly from the air. At
first a warmer shehered area will have an advantage over an unshel
tered one, but between windscreens the energy, in so far it is coming
from the air, will be withdrawn from a smaller (thinner) mass of
air (because of the littie turbulence), which will cool down in a
proportionally higher measure. How great the above mentioned
advantage of a shekered area will be depends on the difference
between the air temperature here and in an unsheitered area,
and on the difference between the amount of energy given off by
the subsoil here and in an unsheltered region. This amount will
depend on soil species, humidity and colour of the soil, and its
cover.
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The cooling down of the sheltered area with respect to the unshel
tered one will continue as long as the balance of heat is negative. in
other words tili sunrise of the next day, if no complications occur.
Therefore, in a sheltered area the dinger of nightfrost will be
greater than in an unshehered one.
According to BODROFF the differences in temperature that may
70
C on hot davs.
arise in the daytime amount to 6 or
The above considerations contain that which in our opinion are
the purports of BODROfF’s statement, with some of its consequences.
This argumentation is completely based on the lee-producing influ
ence of shelterbelts. Other effects that mightinfluence the temperature
of the air have not been taken into consideration. It is not dear from
BODROFF’s publication on what facts his conciusions are based. Pro
bably, however, he had at his disposal series of observations made
during a period of sufficient length. Thus it seems most probable
that we are to consider the passage quoted as an attempt to formulate
a microclimatic law. One may look upon B0DROfF’s ideas as a speci
fication of those of LA COUR (see page 34).
-

Only few facts are known with respect to the temperature of the
ground in sheltered areas. BERNBECK’s investigation (NAGELI 1941)
makes us presume that owing to the shelter a distinct increase in
soil temperature will generally be obtained.
Also in the experiment made by KREUTZ (1938). and described
in the section on the inifuence of woodstands on the wind (see page
i8), a positive iniluence of the shelter over the soil temperature
was observed.

observed the influence of the shade of screens on
the temperature of the soil measured at a depth of 50 cm. In one case
he observed a temperature under trees which was nearly 3-° C lower
than the temperature in the open. Further this investigator found
that the infiuence of windscreens over the soil temperature measured
at this same depth is not the same in all seasons. During increasing
declination of the sun, i.e. in spring, the value of this quantitv was
greater in the sheltered area, during decreasing declination. i.e. in
autumn. it was lower, a phenomenon that of course must he closely
related to that regarding the diurnal course of the air temperature
mentioned by BODROFF. The differences observed, however, were
small. Generally speaking they were smaller than i° C and mostly
even only a fraction of it.
BATES (191 i)
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Except for the shading infiuence, which has already been con
cisely discussed. all other inftuences of windscreens on temperature
that have alreadv been treated are of an indirect nature. Also direct
inftuences ought to be dealt with. They are the result of radiation
on the sunside of the stand and of the shade on the other side. In
this connection the orientation of the stand plays an important part.
Observations made by HEIDEMA (1923) and SCHMOOK (1928)
indicated the existence of a belt with extra high temperatüres to the
south of sheltering objects in sunny weather. They based this con
clusion on injure done to various kinds of vegetations. In this
connection thev spoke of reftection of heat against the stand. Indeed,
reftected solar energy will play a part here, but another part is
played bv the energv re-emitted by the stand.
The more energv the side of the stand receives, the stronger the
effect will be. In this connection the tvork by SCHUBERT (192$,
GEIGER 942) 5 important. The latter calculated for a dear day in
the middie of May the radiation into the horizontal plane and that
on walis with northern. eastern. southern and western aspects at Pots
dam (in lat. 524c S). He found respectively the following values: 547,
39, 278, 264 and 278 g. calfcm2 per day. From this itappears that a
wall with southern aspect is at this time of the year somewhat inferior
to wails fronting east or west. In winter a wall fronting south,
however. has a great advantage over others, as a result of the low
sun’s altitude.
Especially in the latter case, i.e. in the daytime in winter and
early in the morning and late in the afternoon in summer, we may
therefore expect rises in temperature on the sunside of the stands.
In this connection, however, we should remember that the sides of
stands do not form closed walis, especially in winter, and that
therefore only part of the solar energy will be caught up. especially
if the sereen is not a verv dense one.
The regular companion of reflection of solar energy on the sunside
is the shade on the opposite side of the windscreen. Shading is caused
by the interception of direct radiation. Of course there is also partial
interception of diffuse radiation 0fl either side of the stands.
GETGER (i) has worked out the width of the shadow with
regard to objects situated in the geographic latitude of München
(4$D
S). He gives diagrams from which the course of the width of
the shadow throughout the day can be read for mid-summer, mid
winter and the equinoxes. VAN DER LINPE and WOUDENBERG (1946 have
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indicated a method to determine graphically the width of the shadow
(expressed in h) beside every shading object with a horizontal and
straight upper edge on each day of the year and at each hour of the day.
In the same way as windscreens obstruct incoming radiation in
the daytime, they also obstruct outgoing radiation. It is again GEIGER
(1936, GEIGER 1942) who has occupied himself with this phenomenon.
for places situated below the edge of the leaf canopy half the sky
is always screened. So the radiation from these places is exactly half
of that from places in the open, for the exchange of radiation with
the stand itself is of no importance, as the latter has about the same
temperature as the radiating soil. Of course the leaf canopy must
in such cases be of sufficient density. Screening activity very
rapidly decreases with growing distance from the edge of the stand.
This is caused by the fact that outgoing radiation occurs especiallv
into zenith direction. Thus outgoing radiation at a point situated
at a distance h from the stand is even 90 per cent of that in the open.
The protecting inftuence may appear from a decrease in nightfrost
danger, which consequently should not be considered exctusively as
a result of the presence of air of higher temperature in the stand.
5.

RELATIVE AIR HUMIDITY

CHIRITESCU—ARVA (NAGELI 1946) gives the following information
on the inifuence of windscreens upon the relative humidity of the
air in the Kamennaya Steppe. It is truc this influence is small in so
far its average value is regarded, but yet the average air humidity
between windscreens is constantlv somewhat higher than in the
open. The minimum values, on the other hand, are considerably
lower in the open than between the windscreens. Also LA COUR (1872)
reports only small differences between the average values in Denmark.
NAGELI (ii) found that, in the daytime. there is a distinctly
perceivable increase in average relative air humidity in sheltered
regions.
An ample discussion on the inftuence of windscreens upon relative
afr humidity is given by BODROFF (1936). He writes: “The changes
in atmospheric moisture due to sheherbelts occur in full dependence
with the daily progress of weather. The most marked positive inifuen
ce of forest shelterbelts appears to be during the second half of the
day, when the warmth balance on the surface of vegetation is negative.
During the hours of sunset (when the weather is dry and hot),
the deficit in moisture may drop under the effect of shelterbeits
3$

on the average i per cent over a distance of i kilometer, while the
drop at the points close to the belt may reach 50 to 6o per cent.
During the morning hours, when the balance of warmth is
positive, the infiuence of shelterbeits becomes opposite, as at that
time they produce a drying effect on the air. As a result of this the
moisture becomes less, and the moisture deficit soon after sunrise
may rise on the average by 20 per cent over i kilometer distance
hetween shelterbeits.
At midday, when the balance of warmth becomes somewhat
balanced, the shelterbeits begin to produce favourable effects. In drv
and hot weather they increase the atmospheric moisture to a distance
of 500 to 6oo meters. furthermore. under the infiuence of vertical
mixing of air masses, the moisture fails below that of the air in the
open steppe, but remaining, on the average, equal to it.
The sheltcrbelts of an open design do not produce unfavourable
effects.”
KREUTZ (1938) observed a distinct increase in relative air humi
dity within his dodecagonal windscreens mentionéd in the preceding
seCtions.

In B0DR0FF’s case the air behaved as a mass having a constant
absolute air humiditv that is successivelv brought to various tempe
ratures.

There is also a possibility that the windscreens infiuence abso
lute humidity. Varions ways in which this might happen may lie
imagined.
In the first place the sereen itself has a large evaporating surface.
further, the water that bas evaporated from the soil and the crops

will be retained longer in the lee than in places where the wind has
free scope. Moreover, the soil surface under a stand will retain its
moisture longer than the surface in the open, owing to which humi
dity will lie higher under the stand. Thus in the daytime the forest
wind, or the equivalent movement of the air in the case of forest
belts or narrow windscreens will convey moisture. The observations
and HERR (1936) mentioned in preceding sections
by DÖRFFEL

(is)

point into this direction.
In the case of increased humidity reported by KREUTZ (193$)
conveyance of vapour from the sereen is Out of the question, as he
used screens of lifeless material. So we are here concerned with the
case in which, owing to the smaller air movement, the water
cvaporated from the soil and the crops is retained longer.
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6.

EVAPORATION

Evaporation is of great importance to the living plant. BODROFF
(1936), supporting himself on his experiences in the dry Russian
steppes. considers evaporation to be the best criterion for the effi
ciency of windscreens, as it is the factor which indicates the degree
of dryness of a climate.

As evaporation depends on wind velocity, relative air humiditv
and temperature, and all these factors. as appears from the preceding.
are controlled, in a measure, by the screens, it is dear that the latter
will also infiuence evaporation, which is confirmed by the facts. The
results obtained by LA COUR (1872) already showed that there is an
inifuence of woodstands on evaporation. He found a distinct decrease
of this factor both to leeward and to windward of the screens. As
his measurements, as appears from the figures borrowed by NAGELI
(1941), cannot have been very exact we shali not take them into
further consideration.
When in a given area temperature and relative air humidity
are distributed equally enough, differences in the evaporation values
will be controlled almost exclusively by the wind, and in this case
there will be much resemblance between the distribution of evapo
ration and that of wind velocity. In most cases this has appeared
to be true. Nice examples of it tvere given by BATES (1911) and
NAGELI
As an illustration we quote here in the first place
one of BATES’ conciusions. “The distance from the windbreak to
the area of greatest protection [from desiccation] depends upon the
position of the mass of foliage which affords the protection. With a
dense grove, it is immediately in the lee of the trees; with a narrow
belt of trees that lack lower branches, it may be as far from the trees
as five times their height and it moves outward as the velocity of
the wind increases.” Except for the last sentence the description
fits in with NGELI’s views of the windfield behind screens of different
densities.
NAGELI (1943) made evaporation measurements simultaneously
with part of his wind measurements and at the same height (1,4 m).
He found a striking correlation to the wind velocity. By means of
these data he could confirm WOELFLE’S condlusion. according to
which evaporation is about proportional to the square root of the
wind velocitv (when all other conditions are the same). Yet in some
places NAGELI’S evaporation curve differed from his wind velocity
curve. For example. the wind minimum lay somewhat to leeward of
40
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the stand, i.e. outside it, as we have stated some times, whereas the
evaporation minimum always lay in the stand. NÂGELI’s reasoning
runs as follows: Great differences in temperature and air humidity
were not observed. The only factor that showed a jump from the
stand to the adjacent territorv was radiation and herewith the situ
ation may be dear.
The last of BATES’ conciusions to be quoted contains some
points. which have been mentioned when we discussed the constancy
of the percentage of shelter in various wind velocities. This conciusion
runs as follows: “1f a windbreak is dense enough to resist the strong
est wind, the protection which it gives to any point in its lee increa
ses with an increase in wind velocitv. In the case of a moderately
dense windbreak. the efficiency remains about the same under all
conditions, because the leakage through the windbreak is about the
same proportion of the total amount of wind. With a very open
windbreak the efficiency decreases witli an increase in wind velocity.”
BODROFF (1936) writes as follows: “The inftuence of stands on
evaporation extends over a distance which, in wind velocities of
Z;5 to 3 m’sec in the open exceeds 6o times the height of the wind
screen. and which amounts to ioo times the height of the screen
in wind velocities of 5—TO msec.” With regard to the percentage
of shelter in various wind velocities in relation to evaporation we
kind in BODROFF’s statement the same ideas as in BATES’ mentioned
ahove. We need not enter further into this question since the distri
hution of evaporation as we have learned is in most cases closely
related to the distribution of wind velocity. and the latter has
heen so amply discussed, that in this place we may refer to the
section on wind.
About the 6o—ioo-h wide zone which, according to BODROFF,
showed protection with regard to evaporation we can only say that
these values seem rather high, when compared with those obtained
hy the greater part of the other investigators.
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CHAPTER

III

THE EXPERIMENT AREA
The region in which the measurements were made (see fig. ;)
is situated on the northern border of the Veluwe, in the province
of Guelders (Gelderland). It owes its characteristic appearance for
the greater part to the narrow strips of oak-coppice, lying scattered
among the fields (see fig. 2 on plate 1). It chiefty consists of long
narrow fields, running more or less from SE to NW. Most of the

Fig.

i.

Location of the experiment area.

oak-coppice stands lie parallel to them; only some stands are per
pendicular to the fields (see map fig. 3). The area between 2 hedges
consists of 3 to 5 fields.
Further some sandy roads run through the experiment area.
In the first years of the investigations (1943 and 1944) the road
parallel to the diagonal of the map was planted with high oaks from
point A into a NE direction (see fig. 3 on the next page and fig. 40fl
plate II). In 1946, when the observations were continued, this plan42
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fig. 3.

Experiment area at Oldebroek.

tation had disappeared, except for some trees. The soil species of the
whole region is the sand of the Northern Veluwe. The region shows a
slight decline into the direction of the fields, owing to which the SE
parts of the latter are highest. Moreover, the fields present the general.
somewhat convex cross-sections, so that the middie of a field always
lies a littlc higher than its edge.
In these fields rye, oats and potatoes are grown in spring and
in summer. The rye grown is chiefly winter rye, so that it is also
found in the fields in winter. Usually after the corn harvest, i.e.
in August turnips are sown, tvhich cover the soil fl11 the winter
.
The oak-coppice beits consist of a more or less distinct wall
with a furrow on one or either side, the wall being planted with
shrubs. The walls are from 5 to 14 m wide and their length usually
amounts to some hundreds of metres, in proportion to the require
ments of the landscape. Sornetimes there is a furrow running lenght
wise dowu the middie of the wall. In such cases we are in realitv
concerned with two walls situated side by side. Owing to this there
are difterences with respect to the width of the various windscreens.
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Especially much variation exists, as to the height of the shrubs,
are cut every 8 or 9 years, when they are about 5 m high.
they
as
The stumps are not removed. however, so that in the next spring
thev will bud again.
Of course the exploitation of the beits influences the micro
climate. 1f in some part of the region the shrubs had recently been
cut. this part could not 5e used for the investigations. However. a
suitable area could always 5e found.
The map (fig. 3) distinctly shows that the width of the space
between the strips of oak-coppice as a rule did not exceed 50 m,
and often the distance between the stands was considerably smaller.
1f we now apply what the literature treated öf above has taught us
with respect to such situations (FLENSBORG, NØKKENTVED and co
operators 1940. NÂGELI 1946, TANNER and NÂGELI 1947), for the
present assuming that oak-coppice beits are among the screens of
moderate density. we find that in SW and NE winds nearly every
part of the territory between the beks is sheltered to a certain degree,
if the belts have reached a height of 50/25 m = 2 m.
It is. however, probable that the belts are denser than those of
the “right” type (see page 138). Therefore the distance from one
belt to the other should be smaller than 25 h if the area will satisfv
the condition mentioned above. The investigations were, however.
alwavs made in parts of the area tvhere the stands were considerably
higher than 2 m, and during some periods ôf the observations the
cross-sections examined were considerably shorter than 50 m. There
fore we may assume that, when the wind direction was perpendi
cular to the stands, not a single point of the cross-sections examined
was exposed to the windforce in the open. Of course this does not
exclude the possibility that the usual differences in windforce
occurred along the cross-sections.
The belts are planted with oak-coppice (Quercus Robur L.),
among which in some cases alders (Alnus incana Mönch) are found.
In the long run. however, various kinds of other shrubs will appear
in the original plantation. The soil under the belts has a cover of
herbs. and over long distances the sides are overgrown witli black
berry-bushes (Rubus spec.) and other lotv shrubs. Byway of illustration
we give the floral composition of the shrub Story as far as the beits
indicated on the map as 1 and III are concerned (see table below).
The percentages indicated should be considered to denote what
part of the surface of the belt is taken up by a certain species.

4%

The climbers blackberry, honeysuckle and hop are indicated
as follows: 0 = not found; i = found in limited numbers; 2 = found
in moderate numbers.
CoMPosITIoN OF WOODSTANDS 1

III

AND

1
$hrubs:
Common oak (Quercus Robur L)
Speckled alder (Atnus incana Mönch)
Birch (Betuta verrucosa Ehrh.)
Buckthorn (frangula Atnus Miii.)
Mountain ash (Sorbus aucuparia L.)
Shadbush (Amelanchier laevis Wieg.)
Bird cherry (Prunus Padus L.)
Cherry (Fritnus Cerasus L.)
Willow (Salix spec.)
Apple (Pirus Matus L.)
.

Climbers:
Blackberry (Rubus spec.)
Honeysuckle (Lonicera Perictyrnenum L.)
Hop (Hurnutus Luputus L.)

1j
1%

65,8%

III
72,4%

9,1
9.2

4,2

7,2

6.9
4,4

7,3
2.6

1,8

,$

o,z
0.4

1.0

r,o

2

1,2
—

T

2

1

0

2

The other stands in the area are of a similar composition.
In one part of the region nearly all stands have been uprooted,
because of which there is an open plain (see fig.
on plate II).
All other conditions however, have remained the same as in the
areas in which the beits have been preserved.
The belt indicated on the map as nr. IV had just been cut down
to the ground at the beginning of the investigations
so that the
station ‘open area” (see the chapter on method and techntc) ‘as
situated in the middie of an extensie plain Neither could this belt
disturb the obserations made at this station when later on the shrubs
had grown up again as the distance to it as large enough
We ought to dra our attention to another pecuharitv of the
region where the investigations ere made ‘vhich is of a chmatic
nature. As already stated above, Oldebroek is situated on the
northern edge of the Veluwe. The latter is bordered here bv the
Ijssel Lake (the former Zuider Zee) and the coastline runs on an
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average from SW to NE. Under favourable conditions local winds
may occur here as a result of the different properties of land and
water in relation to the warming up of the atmosphere. This
influence of the Ijssel Lake is known as the “Zuider Zee-effect”.
In the environs of Oldebroek (the experiment area lies at a distance
of about 6 km from the coast) this effect will add a north-westerly
component to the movement of the air in the daytime, and at De
Bilt, where the influence is perceptible as well, a northern one. In
order to suppiement our data on the weather at Oldebroek during
the investigation periods, we have also mentioned those gathered at
De Bilt. We may expect that on days with a dear sky and light
wind the latter, as to direction and velocity, will not be the same at
Oldebroek and De Bilt.
Moreover, apart from the Zuider Zee-effect differences in the
weather situations may of course occur between the two places,
when fronts or centres of low pressure are passing, Oldebroek and
De Bilt lying 6o km from one another.
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CHAPTER

IV

METHOD AND TECHNICS
The region described above was chosen for these investi
gations,
because it enables us to compare two areas lying next
to each other,
of which one is intersected by numerous oak-coppice stands
(shel
tered area), whule there are no woodstands in the other
(open field,
or open).
As the two areas are situated side by side it may
be assumed
that their macro-climatic conditions will be the same.
They also
resembie one another in other respects (see description
of experiment
area). Thus, if microclimatic differences between the
two areas are
found, they must in the first place be caused by the
wind screens.
Owing to its regular composition. the sheltered area
represents
the plain arrangement that is required if experiments
like ours are
to be carried out.
As the stands could not be expected to infiuence
the whole of
the sheltered area in the same way, the differences
with respect to
the distance from the stands were also to be studied.
Of course an
arrangement consisting of a number of posts at differe
nt distances
from the stands was the consequence.
As a result of the surface relief of the fields microclimatic
diffe
rences may also occur in the open field. That’s why
we could not
do witli a single post of observation here either. Genera
lly speaking,
ve have thought that knowing the extreme values
of the various
microclimatic factors in the open would be suffici
ent. In quiet
weather an observation post in the middie of the
field, and another
0fl its edge will do. In strong
wind, however, it is to be expected
that the situation in the open will be somewhat more
complicated
and this will have to be taken into account. Thus
an arrangment
which comprised the whole of a field’s cross-section,
of which we
availed ourselves during the observations of
May 1944, was of
great use.
Also the crops greatly inifuence the microclimate. This
is alreadv
the case with respect to low crops, but especially in
the case of high
crops the fact should be given much attention to. Moreo
ver, in the
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case of high crops one is obliged to make one’s way through it.
leading towards or along the various instrument stands. Also this
path may cause all kinds of disturbances.
We have always endeavoured to eliminate these disturbing
inftuences as much as possible. For this reason the measurements
have alwasy been made above the same kind of crop in both areas.
In the case of low crops, as e.g. young rye or low turnips the
making of the arrangement presented practically no difficulties.
The instruments could be easily placed in or at a small height above
the crop. The infiuence of the crop and the disturbance caused by
the path that inevitably had to be made (along which the crop had
to be trodden down) must have been rather small, so that the in
fluence of the stands must predominate.
We have hesitated long before beginning to make measurements
in fulI-grown or half-grown cereals. That’s why in the late spring
and in the early summer we were always compelled to look for
places where the crops were stili low. Therefore rye-fields were the
first to be excluded from our investigation. When at last we ventured
to examine also fields of high cereals we obtained results we could
not square with those obtained during other periods. so that we
had to assume that close to the ground the infiuence of the stands is
completely predominated by the microclimatic properties of the
crop and of the narrow path. For this reason the data obtained in
the high rve (i\Iay 1946) could not be taken into further conside
ration. In order to eliminate the various causes of disturbances as
much as possible. the most important observations in a later period
at this time of the year (July i) were made at the level of the ears.
In the report on this period we only state the resuits of wind and air
humidity measurements. Concerning the temperature we must remark
that in one period of activity we have not been able to succeed in
obtaining a satisfactory insight into the microclimatic situation under
the conditions mentioned.
The measurements were made during short periods, of some
days each. It was tried to get as complete a picture of the daily course
of the various microclimatic factors in the two areas as was possible.
Along with the measurements all changes in the weather conditions
were noted down; these data were afterwards completed with those
obtained by observations made at De Bilt.
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PLATE

Fig. z.

Iledges in the experiment area (sheltered area) in June io photographed
from the roof of a car.

1

PLATE

II

The landscape in the sheltered area. Full-grown hedges to the nght
Fig.
and to the left. In the middie a cut-down specimen. In the back-ground the oak
planting along the road parallel to the diagonal of fig. 3.
.

fig. 5.

The open area in June

1950

taken from the roof of a car.

Owing to the black-out during the war and the small number of
assistants that was available it has not been possible to make obser
vations at night. Also after the war observations were only made in
the daytime and in the evening. Thus our data on the hours of the
night are chiefly restricted to the indications of minimum temperatures
obtained by the Six-thermometers.
The data obtained in the experiment area were considered with
respect to the prevailing weather conditions and the time of the day.
Therefore the investigation was rather of a micrometeorological than
of a microclimatic nature.
As a matter of course the distribution of shade also played a
part in these considerations.
•The data on the weather conditions supplied by the K.N.M.I.
had to be considered with some reserve, as the experiment area of
Oldebroek is situated at a distance of 6o km from De Put. That
this was necessary has already been explained in the description
of the region in which the investigations were made.
As much as possible readings in the two areas should be made at
exactly the same time, in order to obtain data that may be
compared with one another. When the weather conditions show a
regular course, that is to say when there are only small changes, in
the middle of the day, it does not matter verv much if some time
elapses between the readings in the two areas. When, however,
the weather conditions are variable the measurements should be
made to synchronize as much as possible.
With regard to the data obtained in the first periods of the
investigation such differences in time do exist. When comparing
these data with each other this should be remembered. Later on, when
we availed ourselves of a field-telephone this difference in time could,
but for some seconds, be avoided.
Put even if the observations are made at exactly the same time, it is
not ahvays quite certain that the data are comparable as at any moment
there may be a difference with respect to the insolation of either area.
Also this factor was taken into account when the data were interpreted.
Occasionally it has
series of observation, in
cases this was caused by
for both areas did the

been necessary to interpolate between two
order to make comparison possible. In most
the fact that for some time only one observer
work.
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Arrangement in the sheltered area in the different observation periods.

Thus in all cases two microclimatic arrangements had to lie
made; one in the sheltered area. another in the open. We do not
give here a detailed description of the arrangements that were used,
but it is given along with the data of the various periods of obser
vation. while a survev of the arrangements in the sheltered area
is given in fig. 6.
Here we give a survev of the microclimatic factors that were
studied. and of the instruments used. Moreover the latter are shown
in fig. 7 0fl plate III.

iVind. Although the distribution of wind velocity and direction
in the landscape is of primarv importance for the nature of the
microclimate, only littie attention has been paid to this subject,
as we had not enough instruments at our disposal. and as the other
observations asked too much of our time.

previous night. There was now more wind than in the night
before and the difference between the two areas was somewhat
larger.
In opposition to the observations made in September 1943 the
nocturnal minima during these November-observations were in accord
with the resuits obtained by BODROFF. Apparently during the nights in
September some circumstances have occurred which counteracted
the effect of outgoing radiation to a higher degree in the sheltered
area than in the open. It is obvious we should in this connection
think of formation of mist or fog. for in this case heat is released
and also the mist itself reduces outgoing radiation in a measure.
That mist occurred during the September nights may appear from
the weather survev. As, generally speaking, air humidity is greater
in the sheltered area than in the open (see the data on air humidity
during other periods of observation) the mist may have been denser
in the sheltered area than in the open.
Finally, with respect to the nocturnal minima (fig. i6), the
relatively low temperatures which were sometimes found close to
the stands were remarkable. Concerning the observations made in
September it has appeared that at least in one case this feature of
the temperature distribution is likely to have been brought about
under the influence of wind. A similar argumentation. however,
cannot be applied to the almost windless night of 17—18 November.
As we have already demonstrated the distribution of temperature
found in this night must have arisen under the influence of outgoing
radiation. Also the low temperature near the south-western stand may
be effected bv outgoing radiation, for it seems obvious that we are
here concerned with an equivalent of the nocturnal forest wind
(KocH 1934). Of course a strong current of air is not to be expected
in the case of the narrow stands in the region studied. Therefore
we may conciude that the phenomenon may be observed most
distinctly when there is littie or no wind. This may also be the
reason whv the phenomenon did not occur near the north-eastern
stand.
The same phenomenon was observed in the night of 18—19
November, and now also near the stand to the north-east of the
experiment area. Now, however, the low temperature had shifted
a littie towards the middie of the field. We are not able to give
an explanation of this effect, as we have not enough data at our
disposal.
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4.

Pio Of 1—4 MAY

‘944

A. Arrangements
During this period a cross-section of one field in the open was
compared with one in the sheltered area, because the relatively
high rye restricted the possibilities of investigation, owing to which
it was impossible to study the whole of a cross-section between two
stands in the sheltered area (see figs. 17 and i$ resp. on plate IV and V).
The field in the sheïtered area lavs next to stand no. II (see
fig. ), i.e. along its north-eastern side. Either field was 19 in wide.
Therefore. when considering the data and comparing them with the
resuits obtained during other periods one should remember that the
area examined in this period was only part of a cross-section be
tween two stands. It coincides with that part of the cross-section
between two stands where in previous periods the shaded area and
the zone with maximal diurnal temperature contiguous to the latter
w’ere found.
The two fields were almost without any cover. The one in the
open was a potato field the crop of which was not vet above ground.
while in the field in the sheltered area young oats just had begun to
come up. The field in the open was enclosed by rve that had
reached about half its height, while the one in the sheltered area was
also bordered by rve on the north-east side.
The observations were made in the middie of the period of the
budding of the shrubs forming the stand. The oaks and the buck
thorns were stili without leaves. All other shrubs (see table on page 45),
however, had already got their leaves. so that the stands showed a
green aspect. and were denser than in winter.
The stations sheltered area and open area had an equal number
of observation posts situated on a line perpendicular to the longi
tudinal axis of the fields and the stands. The posts numbered 1—10
were lying at 2 m from each other and in both areas the distance between
posts io and ii was i m. In the sheltered area post i was situated
on the narrow grass berm along the stand, while in the open it lav
on a low narrow bank covered with grass and separating the field
from the contiguous one. Post XI in the open was situated en a
similar bank. In the sheltered area post ii lay just at the border of
the rye field.
In the sheltered area another post was placed below the stand
(post o).
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The thermometers had been placed at a height of
the ground.

10

cm above

3. Local Weather Survey
During the afternoon and the evening of ]lzïay 1 there was a
light wind from the west-north-west (i—o). At first the sky was
dear, but in the course of the evening cloudiness increased from the
north-west (Ci ± Cs with some Ac).
On May 2 the wind was considerably stronger. Thus at 733 SW
was observed and WSW throughout the rest of the day. At first
the sky was overcast (As), but at 930 already the cloud deck became
thinner, the latter deck consisting of As + Sc + Cu hum (heavy).
Till about 6 p.m. the sun was shining from time to time. Cloudiness
tvas variable. Especially in the afternoonthereweremanycumuliform
clouds, the sky being covered on an average of
Early in the
evening cloudiness was high, decreasing later on (Cb ± Sc + Ci 4Ac; 7/).
During the night of 2—3 May the wind remaincd strong.
Early in the morning of May 3 a cold front passed, which was
attended with strong gusts of wind. After the passage of the front
the wind had veered to WNW. Throughout the day the wind was gene
rally WNW 6—7, or 7. The strong wind also continued during the
evening.
Early in the morning the sky was overcast (Cb + Sc at 745).
Soon cloudiness decreased (8; Cu + Sc; 7f and 1232; Cu + Cb;
s/) At 1232 a shower brought ram and hail. In
the afternoon clou
diness decreased further (1532; dispersed Cu), while at times the sun
was shining.
In the morning of May 4 the wind was moderate and now and
then the sun was visible.

-

According to observations made at De Bitt the wind on Mav r
was moderate (WNW—NW; maximum io m/sec), on May z
and 3 stormy (respectively WSW and WNW, maximum 17 msec
and 21 m,’sec), on May 4 again moderate. During the night of
1—2 May the wind was moderate (maximum 10 m’sec), in the next
night (May 2—3) stormy (to i6 mfsec). In the first part of the night
of 3—4 May the wind was still strong (during the last 6 hours of
May 3 the maximum was 15 m/sec). later on considerably lighter
(maximum $ m/sec during the first six hours of May 4).
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The diurnal average of the relative air hurnidity arnounted t
about 72 cent on May 2, and gradually decreased, till on May
it was about 54 per cent.
During the greater part of the period the temperature was
somewhat below normal.
from the data on the wind direction it appears that on May z
the wind was almost perpendicular to the screens. On May i
and 3, however, the angle formed by the direction of the wind and
the longitudinal axis of the screens was considerably smaller.
C.

T/ze Data

a.

Temperature at a Height of 10 cm (See figs.

19, 20 and 21)
When considering these data we are in the first place struck bv
the fact that in the open the differences between the values of the
temperature were greater than in the cases treated of so far. It is
obvious that the half-grown rye on either side of the field, and the
convex cross-section of the field are responsible for it. together with
the strong wind. In this connection the fact that the number of
observation posts in the open was now much greater than in the
previous observation periods can only have been of minor impor
tance. The half-grown rye, and of course the full-grown crop later
on, cause “woodstand”-effects in the open itself. The phenornenon
was to be observed especially in the middie of the day (2.1229_
IOTOo).
I2” 3. I2°I2°;
4.
Notwithstanding the relatively great differences in the open the
differences in temperature that simultaneously occurred in the
sheltered area proved in most cases to be somewhat greater.
Also now most data are in accord with B0DROFF’s results. As the
only exceptions the minimum temperatures during the night of
2—3 May (fig. 21), and the maximum temperatures of May
3
(fig. 20) ought to be mentioned.
When examining the data more closely, however, we see that
on May 2, at about 4 p.m. (2.I556_I5) the field in the sheltered
area had a distinctly higher temperature than the field in the open.
Therefore it is dear that on this day the change (after which the open
had a higher temperature than the sheltered area) took place rather
late in the day in comparison with the results treated of in the previous
pages. We will consider this phenomenon more closely.
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The arrangement used in this period differed from that in Sep
tember and November 1943 fl two respects. Then a whole cross
section from one belt to another was examined, while the ground
was covered with low turnips. Now the ground was almost bare and
the length of the cross-section examined was only the width of one
fleld. The latter circumstance might already explain the phenomenon
mentioned above, because the cross-section examined extended littie
beyond the temperature maximum next to the shaded area (see
September 1943; 8.14°’; 8 and 9. max.).
Moreover. it seems probable that also the nature of the subsoil
has played a part. Bare ground can take up more heat than ground
covered with a dense crop. Therefore. when outgoing radiation
predominates. the former will remain warmer for a longer time,
just as the air above it. We regret not to lie able to analyse the
situation further.
On May 3 the distribution of temperature values showed another
difference. Then, in the middle of the day, a very important decline
of the values was observed in the field in the sheltered area the lowest
value being almost equivalent to the lowest value in the open. This
vas shown especiallv by the observations made about noon (3.Iz0°__1210). Yet. also these observations are to a certain degree in accordance
with the resuits recorded by BODROFF. This appears from the fact
that the intersection point of the distribution curves is shifting to
the left between about 9 a.m. and 3 p.m. (fig. 19).
On May 2 the maximum temperature (fig. 20) was in the whole
cross-section of the field higher in the sheltered area than in the
open, whereas on May 3 this was only the case in the half of the
eld bordering on the stand.
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The relativelv high minimum temperatures (fig. zi) in the shel
tered area during the night of 2—3 May coincide with the strong
wind during that night. It is dear that under these conditions the
situation that occurred in the previous night and the follotving, in
which the air in the sheltered area was distinctly colder than in the open,
could not arise. because the air layers were being mixed too much.
Temperature at a Height of 25 cm (See fig. 22)
In the data concerning the temperature at 25 cm we find on the
whole the same regularitv as in those concerning the temperature
at 10 cm. \Ioreover. in combination with the latter they enable us
to establish sorne interesting facts. Let us. for this purpose, compare
the distribution curves of 3.12°3—12’° (io cm; fig. 19) and 3.1z22—
I2 (z cm). Wesee that in the places where the temperature at roem
was lowest. i.e. at posts II to V in the open and at posts 9 to ii in
the sheltered area, the vertical distribution tended to isothermy.
This was especiallv distinct in the sheltered area. At the other posts
(2 and 3 in the sheltered area and IX to XI in the open) the normal
lapse rate was found. Obviously the conciusion is that the fact that
two different situations occur side by side must be caused by the ver
tical component of the air movement, which must be by far strongest
at the posts where the isothermal state was found. It is plain that
this vertical movement. which is directed downward. must convey rela
tively cold air, as it comes partly from some height above the ground.
The facts mentioned indicate that the stand gave shelter only
over a distance of 3 to 4 times its height. It is obvious fhere must
5e sorne relation between this fact and the direction of the wind.
The latter was on this day WNW. This direction forms an angle of
only about 30° with the long axis of the stand. Temporarily this
angle may have been even smaller, because the wind direction is
never quite constant. This is probablv the cause for the narrowing
of the mornentary lee-area.
b.

Finallv we must try to explain whv in the middle of the field
in the open (posts V—VII) a difference of more than 10 C between
the values of the temperatures at ro and 25 cm could be-observed.
In this connection we should premise that probably this difference
could not 5e a real one because in the middÏe of the field the wind
was too strong. As the observation series were not made at the same
time we should take into account the possibilitv that the temperature
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in general may have been liable to fluctuations. From the observations
made at about io°, I2° and i°3 in the open it appears that this
does not seem to be the cause of the difference; at these times the
temperatures were fairly constant. It seems more likely that the
different manner in which the temperature was measured has played
a part, as it has appeared that the readings from the dry buib ther
mometer of an AssMANN-psychrometer are not always comparable
with other thermometer readings.
c.

Absolute and Relative Humidity (See figs. 23 and 24)
On the evening of May ; air humidity was almost the same in
the two areas. This was shown both by the vapour pressure and the
8o

_________
_________
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relative humidity. In the morning of May 2 the differences were also
slight.
At about 10 a.m. on this day, however, distinct differences were
observed (2.1005_lOSS). At this time the vapour pressure was con
siderably higher in the sheltered area than in the open, the relative
humidity, on the other hand, was highest in the open. This was
caused by the high temperature in the shehered area (see temp.
at 25 cm). The observations of I2I3° and 1417_1438 showed
much smaller differences. They show. however, the same tendency.
Also in these cases the temperature was higher in the sheltered area
than in the open.
Distinct differences were also observed in the forenoon of May
3.
Both from the data concerning the vapour pressure and from those
regarding the relative humidity it appears that, in contrast with the
day before, the air in the sheltered area was considerably drier than
“l&56-I9.
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in the open. Obviously there is a relation between this phenomenon
on one hand, and the wind direction and the vertical component
of the air movement in the sheltered area on the other, about which
component we have spoken when treating of the temperature at
strong wind was almost
25 cm. Apparently on May 2, when the
perpendicular to the stands, and owing to this the wind in the shel
tered area was considerablv less strong than in the open the vapour
in the former was carried away less rapidly than in the latter. On
May 3 the descending air current to leeward of the stand must
have suppÏied relatively dry air.
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Evaporation during the period of May
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Evaporation (Fig. 25)
The resuits obtained in the evaporation measurements speak.
a simple and dear language. In the first place they show that, under
the prevailing weather conditions, evaporation was always much
stronger in the open than in the sheltered area, and further that
5e
evaporation increased along with the wind velocity. This is to
same
The
May
of
that
with
2
3.
seen by comparing the day of May

d.
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is seen when we compare the values found for the nights following
these days. During the first night, when there was littie wind,
evaporation was very slight; during the next night it was considerablv
stronger.
Evaporation was smaller at night than in the daytime, just as
during the observations of September
.

PERrOD OF 15—18 JUNE 1943

A. Arrangements
During this period the cereals had already grown up to full
height, owing to which only the potato -fields were the more suitable
for making measurements. The potato crop had reached a height
of about 25 cm, but had not yet formed a closed cover. Of course
the woodstands were in full leaf.
The station sheltered area comprised the cross-sections of two
fields. with a total width of nearly 24 m. On the south-west these
fields were bounded by a woodstand, and on the north-east by rye
fields (figs. 3 and 6).
In the open three posts were set up in a 20 m-wide potato-field.
One of these posts was situated in the middle of the field, the other
two at some distance from the edge
(. and 6 m). As the potatoes
were completely surrounded by cereals it was no use placing these
posts on the edge of the field. It will he dear that the circumstances
compelled us to put up with this situation, which was far from ideal.
During this period the thermometers were placed at 2 cm above
the ground.
3. Local Weather Survey
During this period the weather was characterized by much
depression activity.

In the night of June 15—16 the sky was for the greater part
covered with Ci and Sc. A light wind was blowing from the south
west and no ram was falling.
0fl June 16 the weather was very variable. About 1130 Cb
appeared. bringing ram and lightnings. The showers were alternated
1w short periods of sunshine.
The wind direction was between SW (1412) and WSW (1828
and 1904). The wind velocity was, generally speaking, small, but
when showers were passing over rather strong gusts of wind occurred
(from 4 to 5 Beaufort).
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Also during the night oJjune 16—17 the air remained unstable
and showers occurred.
In the early morning of June 17 a heavy shower occurred
(6°) and for the rest of the forenoon cloudiness was as variable
as on the previous day, with showers and thunderstorms. After
about I3° cloudiness decreased, so that the afternoon was sunny.
Only some Cu hum were observed. The evening was bright.
The wind was on this day at first ($30) rather light (NW 2).
Soon it became stronger (951; Beaufort) and turned to WNW. When
showers were passing over the wind was temporarilv stronger. In
the afternoon wind force decreased a littie (force 3—4 at 14”)
and the wind turned to NNW.
In the morning of June 18 the weather was bright and sunnv,
while a light wind was blowing.
.

According to observations made at De Bitt the wind was SW
m!sec).
throughout the day of June 15 and rather strong (maximum 13
considerablv
decreased
In the latter part of the night the wind force
(max. 7 mfsec), and on June i6 it reached onlv moderate force
(max. 9 m ‘sec). blowing from directions between SSE and W.
During the night of June 16—17 the wind velocitv was light tn
moderate (max. 6 m/sec) but on the i7th it increased much (max.
from i to 14 m!sec), blowing from NW and NNW. In the night
of June 17—18 only light wind occurred (max. just over 4 m’sec).
while also the following morning the wind was at first rather light
(max. $ mfsec, from SSW).
Especially in the beginning of this period the temperature was be
low normal. Relative air humidity was liable to strong fiuctuations and
on 15-1 $ June respectively amounted to about 75. 88, 6 and 70 per cent.
The amounts of precipitation were rather considerable.
from the wind directions it must be conciuded that on June 15
and i6 protection in the sheltered area must have reached about
its maximum, whereas 0fl June 17 the wind was blowing almost
parallel to the screens.
The bad weather conditions made the field work very difficult
during this period. As a result of the sudden showers circumstances
were very uncertain, owing to which especially the temperature was
liable to rapid and strong ftuctuations. A number of observation
84

series could not be taken into account, because many of the readings
were made during such rapid temperature changes. Further the
taking down of data was so diffcult during the violent showers with
ram and wind that sometimeS the observations had to be interrupted.
The weather conditionS and also the fact that the synchronization of
at the time
observations had as vet been carried through imperfectlY
we had not yet a field telephone at our disposal caused the impossibi
lity of comparing the data obtained in the two regions in some cases.
—

—
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The Data
Temperature at a HeigÏtt of 2 cm (figs. 26, 27 and 2$)
In the small number of observation series concerning which the
coinparison of the two regions could 5e made only littie of the
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regularities mentioned in the previous sections were found back.
That this was to be expected may appear from our comment on
the weather survey.
However, the higher temperature on the sunside of the stand
(16.$20_825; 16.940_1000; I$.$50_940) and the shaded region
(17.1425_1455) showed itself distinctly.
The high temperature next to the stand was in all cases restored
rather quickly after a shower had passed over.
The situation found in the morning, before showers occurrecL
(17.828_$69), was in accordance with BODROFF’S results. This was
also the case with respect to the situation found in the morning of
June i$ when the weather was fair.
The diurnal maximum (lig. 27) was on an average lower in the
sheltered area than in the open.
Only during the third night the minima were lower in the shel
tered area than in the open (lig. 2$). This was also the night with the
least wind. It is remarkable that regarding the minima of the three
nights the lowest temperature was in all cases found next to the stand.
Moreover a distribution which reminds us of that in the Novem
ber nights was found in the last night. For in the night of June 17—
i8 an area (posts 3 and .) was found with a somewhat higher tempe
rature next to the minimum contiguous to the woodstand. As for
the explanation of these phenomena we may refer to the conside
rations on the nocturnal minima in September and November 1943,
given in the previous sections.
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Seeing the small number of data we cannot enter into conside
rations on the inftuence of the wind direction on the distribution of
the temperature values.
Evaporation (Fig. 29)
Both in the open and in the sheltered area evaporation was
small. This was caused by the weather conditions (much precipi
tation and relatively much cloudiness).
Distinct differences between the open and the sheltered area
were not observed.

b.

6.

PERIOD OF 20—22 APRIL 1943

A. Arrankernents
During this observation period the stands were stijl nearly
leaftess. With respect to the crops. only the rye had grown up to a
height of some importance (30—50 cm). In the fields used for the
investigations the oats werejust coming above the ground, the potatoes
were, however, not yet visible.
In the sheltered area a cross-section was made tvith a length
of about 27,5 m across the first woodstand i.e. the one contiguous
to the open (fig. 6). Post was situated in the stand itself. On the
south-western side of the stand was a rye field with a crop of about
30 cm high (in which posts 1, 2 and 3 were situated), while on the
other side there was a field with oats just coming above the ground
(in which were the posts 6, 7 and 8). The cover of this oat field was
stijl so unimportant that we may consider it to be an uncovered one.
In the open posts were set up in a rye field and in a potato field.
‘The thermometers were placed at 2 cm above the ground.
The drawing up used in this first period of observation was not
quite ideal. The posts situated in the rye gave results that were unfit
for use, owing to the disturbing infiuence of the crop. Therefore the
.
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Fig. 29. Evaporation during 24 hours on i6 and 17 Juni 1943
(evening i5th to evening i6th and evening i6th to evening
I7th resp.).
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resuits of the measurements made in the rye were not taken into
account. With respect to the resuits obtained in other periods it
ought to be remembered that during this period as well as in May
1944. as we have seen in one of the preceding sections, the measure
ments were made in the limited area of the shaded zone and the
temperature maximum next to it.
B. Local Weather $urvev
Throughout the day of April 20 there was a rather light wind
(2—3). blowing at first from WNW, later from NW, and during
the greater part of the afternoon from W. In the evening (1842)
there was hardlv anv wind. The littie wind which was blowing came
from the west, which was indicated by a cloud of smoke.
The day was rather sunnv. Some Cu and Cu hum occurred, in
the afternoon accompanied by some Ci, and in the evening by some Ac.
During the night of April 20—21 the sky was dear, night-frost
occurred.
On April 21 the wind was 5E and considerably stronger than
on the previous day (at 740 3 Beaufort; 956 and in the afternoon ).
Also this day was sunnv. In the afternoon, however, much Ci
occurred.
On April 22 the sky was at first overcast (Sc).
During this period no ram feil at Oldebroek.
According to obsercations made at De Bilt the wind on April 20
was light to moderate (maximum 7 mtsec), from various directions
(W-N-E); during the two following days it was considerably stron
ger (maximum about i m!sec). On al April the wind was blowing
from ESE
SE. on April za from SE
SW. During the first
two nights there was a light wind (W and ESE), in the night of
April 21—22 a strong one (SE).
The relative air humidity was small; on April 20 it amounted
to an average of about 55 per cent. on April 21 to an average of
about 45 per cent.
The air temperature was on April 20 a littie and on April 21
and 22 considerablv higher than normal.
—

—

From the local data on the wind direction we see that in the
forenoon of April 20 the wind was blowing almost parallel to the
stands; in the afternoon. however. the wind direction was more
8$
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favourable. Also on April
to the screens.

21

______
_____
______
______
_____

the wind direction was almost parallel

The wind direction observed at Oldebroek on April 20 differed
considerably from that observed at De Bilt. This was to be expected
on a sunnv day with a light wind (Zuider Zee-effect).
C.
a.

The Data
Temperature at a Height of 2 cm (Figs. 30. 31 and 32)
One of the greatest disadvantages of the arrangernent used is
that we. after being compelled to leave Out the data on the rve, have
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only the data obtained at one Post jfl the open at our disposal. Owing
to this we do not know anvthing of the range of the temperature
values in the open during this period of observation. from the
following it will appear, however, that nevertheless the resuits are
‘fairly in accordance with those obtained in other periods. Although
the data of this series of observation may not be very evidential in
themselves, vet they confirm the results obtained in other periods.
In the first place the sunside and the shadowside of the stand are
distinctly recognizable (20.710; 20.1030; 20.I5°; zi.6°; 2I.8;
21.1323; 2I.I5; 21. maximum and 22.635).
Further the thermometer in the stand indicated distinctlv a
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at

retardation of the daily temperature course. as a result of which
in the contiguous oat-field there was in the morning sooner a higher
a
temperature (20.710; 20.I0°; 20.1232 and 2I.II3) and sooner
lower-one in the evening (20.1750 and 2I.I75).
A distinct difference. however, between the nocturnal minimum
temperature (fig. 32) under the stand and that in the immediate
surroundings could not be found. What may be the cause of this
unexpected result is not dear to us. This result might only have
been expected for the windy night of April 21—22.
On April 20 the temperature maximum was distinctlv lower
90
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under the stand than in the contiguous field (fig. 31); the fol
lowing day when the wind was much stronger. the maxima were
almost the same. The facts mentioned are easily understood and
don’t need further comment.
When comparing the data concerning the oat-field in the shel
tered area with those obtained in the potato-field in the open, we
see that in almost all cases our results are in accord with BODROFF’S
theory. This holds good both for the maxima and the minima.
Of the nights the one of zi—az April is the least convincing one
from this point of view. In this night the temperatures of the shel
tered area and the open had come very near to each other. Also in
this case, however, we were concerned with the greatest wind velocitv
that occurred during the three nights we considered.
Just as in the case of the observations in May i 94 the reversal
feil also in this period of observation rather late in the afternoon.
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Any inftuence of the wind direction on the temperature distri
bution, could not be ascertained.
b.

Evaporation (Fig. 33)

The few data concerning the evaporation indicate that the value
of this factor was considerably smaller in, and in the immediate
surroundings of the stand, than in the open.
7. PERIOD Of 10—13 APRIL 1946
A. Arrangernents
During this period the stands tvere still leaftess. Only the honey
suckle was in leaf, but this species is of no importance for the den
sity of the screens. Also the fields still showed their wintry aspect.
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lust as in May 1944 a cross-section of one field in the sheltered area
was compared with one in the open. The thermometers had been
placed at 10 cm above the ground.
Owing to the fact that the data on the arrangement used in this
period have got lost, we had to relv upon our remembrance and
therefore we cannot describe it exactly. Thus it has not been possible
either to interpret the details of the data. We had to satisfy ourselves
with tracing the general tendencies.

3. Synoptic JJ7eather Survev
After a cold front had passed over in the course of the evening
of Mondav April $ our country came under the influence of an air
current of arctic origin. This air current was cut off during the night
of April 9—10 as a result of the displacement int0 an easterly direc
tion of a high, which at first had been situated west of Ireland. The
centre of it now came above England.
In the meantime in a front west of Iceland a disturbance had
formed. which began to move round the region of high pressure
mentioned above.
This high flattened a littie during April ii and strongly devel
oped into a western direction. Thus the winds became light. The
-warm front of the disturbance which had formed near Iceland
reached the northern part of our country in the course of the evening
of April i i. but after this its activity rapidly decreased. A following
disturbance had lost its activity before it had reached our country
(April 12). The distribution of pressure in our surroundings now
became rather flat. A separate low appeared just east of our eastern
frontier on April 13.
C. Local iFeather Survey
In the early morning of April 10 cloudiness was about /o (Sc).
In the course of the forenoon cloudiness decreased somewhat, so
that at intervals the sun became visible. Throughout the day there
was a cloud deck of Sc + Cu, cloudiness 8!io_5/o. In the evening
(1900 and 1920) there was also a deck of Sc ± Cu, cloudinessbeing
On this day the wind was blowing from NW—NNW, the wind
force being from 3 to 4 Beaufort up to the afternoon, and from i to
2 in the evening.
During the night of April 10—11 some ram was falling.
In the morning of April 11 the cloud deck at first consisted of
92

Cs + Cu, cloudiness 6!io (712). Soon, however, cloudiness increased
(°; Cs ± Cu; 10/10; sun visible). Throughout the day cloudiness
remained ‘/O, the deck consisting of Cs ± Cu + As ÷ Ac and in
the afternoon moreover Sc was observed. During the evening the
cloud deck consisted of Ac ÷ Sc cloudiness being again 10/10. From
these heavy clouds now and then some drops of ram were falling.
Throughout the day the wind was almost constantlv blowing
from W, wind force being 2 and later in the morning from to 4,
4 in the afternoon, and in the evening from 2 to 3..
During April 12 the sky was for the greater part of the day
overcast (Sc; ‘°k0) the forenoon being rainy. Only in the evening
there was less Sc (cloudiness 2/_8/o). Moreover, some Cu and
Ac were visible at this time.
The wind was throughout the day from WSW to W, from 2 to
Beaufort.
3
In the morning of April 13 there was a broken Sc-cover
the wind being WSW i.
According to observations made at De Bilt the wind on April 10
i m per second).
During the first six hours of April 1 i light wind occurred. blowing
from the west (maximum 4 m sec), while during the rest of the day
the wind was moderate. from W to WSW (maximum about 12,5
mfsec). During the night of April 11—12 the decrease in wind
velocity was only slight (maximum velocitv 9 m/sec), the wind being W.
On the day of April iz the maximum velocity was io m/sec, the
direction being from W to WNW. During the night of April 12—13
the maximum wind velocity was only 2 m,sec, the direction being
W; in the early morning of April 13 the maximum was about
3,5 m/SeC, direction SW.
Throughout this period the temperature was below normal,
the lowest temperature being observed on April io.
The relative air humidity was liable to strong fluctuations.
On April 10 it amounted to an average of upwards of 50, on April ii
about 6o, on April 12 nearly $o, and on 13 April about 73 per cent.
was from N to NNW and rather strong (maximum

D.
a.

The Data
Temperature at a Height of 10 cm (Figs. 34 and 35)
Up to and included the observation made at j6° the temperature
on April 10 was on the whole higher in the sheltered area than in the
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Temperature at io cm during the period of April 1946.

open. The observation made at ix3° forms an exception. This time
the difference between the two areas was uncertain.
It should be stated that on this day the reversal took place later
than on an ideal day with respect to radiation. It is dear that under
the given conditions the reversal had to take place later than on such
an ideal day, because in the morning the cloud deck was thicker
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than in the afternoon, so that the equilibrium of the balance of heat
could not be reached iintil rather late in the day. In the evening the
sky cover was such that some radiation was possible. Hence the
sheltered area was colder than the open at i8 and 1920.
At 7 in the morning of April ii the sheltered area was on an
average colder than the open. Owing to the rather thin cloud deck
the reverse might have been expected (BODR0FF). During the previous
night. however, some ram had fallen. That in the morning under
these circumstances the open must have the start of the sheltered
area with respect to temperature, is to be understood, as. owing
to the wind, the ram-water will evaporate more rapidly in the open
than in the sheltered area. As long as there is stijl water in the
sheltered area the temperature will not be able to rise here to such
t
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Minimum-temperature at i cm during the period
of April 1946.

an extent as in the open, owing to the giving off of latent heat and
the greater beat capacity and conduction.
Later in the day (ii .9—I 1.1626) temperature in the sheltered area
was always somewhat higher than that in the open. At 1900 the
sheltered area was somewhat colder than the open. Thus on April i i
the reversal also took place rather late in the day. It seems however,
that the passage of a warm front should be held responsible for this
late reversal (see synoptic weather survey on page 92).
Just as in the morning of April i i the sheltered area was also
in the morning of April iz at first (730) colder than the open. As
appears from the weather survey this morning was rainy. Therefore
95
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it seems probable that also in this case this unexpected effect should
be ascribed to rainfail.
During the rest of the day no distinct differences were observed
bettveen the sheltered area and the open. It is dear that this must
have been caused by the fact that there was only little incoming
radiation as a result of the thick cloud deck.
Also in the morning of April 13 the sheltered area was at 900
colder than the open. which was probably again caused by rainfail.
The nocturnal minima should also be amply discussed (see fig.
35). During the first night (April 9—10) and during the last (April
12—13) the differences between the two areas were smaller than in
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Evaporation during the period of April 1946.

the nights of April io—ii and 11—12. During the last three nights
the wind was W. and considerable differences in velocity occurred.
The latter was lowest (maximum 2 m/sec) during the last night. As
from the data obtained during other periods of investigation it
appears from these nocturnal minima that in very low velocities the
differences between the sheltered area and the open become smaller.
Also during the first night the differences between the two regions
were small. Then the wind was, however, NNW, blowing almost
parallel to the screens. Yet, also in this case the sheltered area was
somewhat colder than the open, from which we may conclude that
also under these circumstances the wind velocity in the investigated
part of the sheltered area was even smaller than in the open. The
96

same must 5e conciuded from the daytime situatio
n on April io,
when the wind was also from NW to NNW.
b.

Evaporation (Fig. 36)
During this period evaporation was small, as a result
of the
weather conditions.
Also now the value of evaporation was higher
in the davtime
than at night, higher on days with moderate wind
than on those with
little wind.
On days with moderate wind the value of evapor
ation was
distinctly higher in the open than in the sheltered
area.
8.

PERrOn

OF 3—17 MAY 1946

A. Arrangements
In the chapter dealing with method and technics
it has already
been stated that the arrangement used during
this period (see
fig. 6) was not satisfactory, no more than in April
1943. The posts
were situated partly in the full-grown rye, partly in
the young oats,
thermometers being placed at 10 cm.
When compared with the results obtained in other
periods the
data obtained in the rye-field were all but incom
prehensible, and it
is obvious that this was caused by the microclimatic
properties of
the erop itself, and by the path we were compelled
to make through
it. Because of this we shall leave the data obtain
ed from the rye
fields for the greater part out of consideration.
For the following
reason the data concerning the nocturnal minim
um may be valuable.
however. The cold air which has been cooled
down in the toplayer
of the erop and reaches the thermometers by sinking
down into the
path will give a reliable picture of the distributi
on of temperature
in the surroundings at a height equal to that of the
crop, the more
so as its temperature will only be subject to small
changes in the path.
Of course the low oats can have caused only little
disturbance
to the thermometers placed at 10 cm. Therefore
our considerations
will have to be based chiefly on the measurement
s made in the
oat-fields.
In this connection we should remember the fact
that also in the
open the field of oats was bordered by fields of
rye, so that, if the
wind was favourable, the station open area must
also have been more
or less sheltered. Yet, we may assume that shelter
was more important
in the shehered area than in the open.

7
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wood
During this period the oaks had young leaves. Most other
species were alreadv in full leaf.

3. Synoptic Weather Survey
by a region
On May 13 the weather situation was controlled
low pressure above
of high pressure above Iceland, and regions of
to this situation
Southern Scandinavia and Southern France. Owing
In this arctic
south.
the
to
far
ed
very cold arctic air was convey
air some showers occurred.
pressure above
During the following days the region of low
above Southern
Southern France deepened further, while the one
the coast of Europe
Scandinavia became less important. Along
development was
this
to
owing
a cold front had formed, which
moving in a
was
France
moving further inland. The low above
hail showers
and
ram
north-eastern direction. In the very cold air
above the North
appeared. At the same time a shallow low formed
r flat, while the
Sea. Owing to this the pressurefleld became rathe
above the Azores
wind decreased considerablv. West of Scotland and
air in our sur
The
.
formed
re
unimportant regions of high pressu
now and then
which
to
roundings remained father unstable owing
orms. During
showers occurred. sometimes attended with thunderst
the same, while
the following days the situation remained almost
the pressure-field became even ftatter.
navia
In the course of May rj the high pressure above Scandi
d
turne
Europe
n
wester
increased. owing to which the wind above
our
into
came
re
eratu
to the east and air of somewhat higher temp
ram was falling.
direction, as a result of which here and there some
southward.
Above the Atlantic cold arctic air was moving
C. Local Weather Survey
d.
In the evening of May 23 the sky was thickly cloude
(As
+ fn) and
In the morning of May 14 the sky was overcast
later in the morning
light ram was falling. This was also the case
raining but the whole sky
(1008 and i55). Afterwards it stopped
p.m. (5e; 1o). Later on cloudiness
was overcast up to about
(Cu ± 5e).
4/ (Sc). and in the evening to
decreased to
to N. velocity
NNW
Throughout the day the wind was from
decreased a littie
moderate (Beaufort .). Later in the day velocity
light (2) from NW.
(i45, NNV0T
). In the evening the wind was rs
ed, bringing
During the night of May 14—15 showe occurr
.
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ram, while another rainshower was observed in the morning of
May 15 (8’°; Cu
Cb; 8/) During the iest of the day there
w-as a variable cloud deck, mostlv cumuliform, with alternafe sun
(3/__e;
Cu ± Cb ± Sc + Ac + Ci), the wind being mostly NW
from 2 to 3. In the evening there were more clouds (1924; Cb
+
Cu; 8/), the wind being E, from i to 2.
Also in the forenoon of May 16 a rather thick cloud deck covered
the sky (°; Cu ± Ch ÷ Ci; 9/) and sometimes light ram was
falling. The wind was E 2. or ENE 2. In the afternoon cloudiness
decreased a littie. the cloud deck remaining cumuliform
The wind was from E to XXE and very light (i). In the evening
cloudiness had increased (I9’; al) Heavy Ch with lightnings were
ob served.
In the morning of May 17 there were only few clouds ($50;
Cu; i/). while a light wind (i) was blowing from SW.
-

According to obs.ervations made at De BiÏt the wind on May 13 and
was strong (up to i6 m,sec), being rather strong in the night of
May 13—14 (maximum la m/sec). During the first six hours of May
i the wind was light (maximum 6 msec), throughout the day mode
rate (maximum io m/sec), and in the latter part of the night
of
May 15—16 very light (maximum 2 m/sec). During May i6
the
vind increased (maximum ii m/sec) while it decreased in the
fol
lowing night, the maximum being onlv
7 m/sec. During May i
this velocitv remained unchanged.
During the period the wind direction was variable. On May
13
it was constantlv XXE on May 14 from N to WNW,on May iç from
WNW to N and NE, on May i6 from NE to SSE, and in the mornin
g
of May 17 S.
During the whole period the temperature was below normal.
Relative air humidity amounted to an average of 65 to 70 per
cent.
14

from the data concerning the wind direction it appears that on
May 14 and i and in the night of May 14—15 the wind was almost
parallel to the screens. On May i6 and 17 it formed a rather large
angle with the stands.
D. The Data
Temperature at a Height of 10 cm (Figs.
37 and 3$)
On May 1% the value of temperature above the fields of oats
99
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in the sheltered area and in the open were all but equal throughout
the day. The differences between the posts in the sheltered area were
also very small. Only late in the afternoon (164°) the temperature
was somewhat higher in the sheltered area than in the open. These
facts are easily understood as almost throughout the day the sky was
thickly overcast (compare the results of the former periods of investi
gation). The circumstance that throughout the day the wind was
blowing almost parallel to the screens may also have contributed
to this effect. Not before late in the afternoon the sun temporarily
became visible. and apparentlv it could then heat the lowermost
air layers in the sheltered area more than those in the open. As
similar observations were made in the follotving days, we shali not
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Minirnurn-temperature at jo cm during the period
of May 2946.

try to give an explanation of this phenomenon here, but in the
following pages.
On the following days, when it was alternately sunny weather,
the differences were greater, also between the posts in the sheltered
area. Our attention is attracted by the fact that, apart from some
exceptions (I5.Io3; I5.I3°; 16.1340), the temperature in the field
of oats iving in the sheltered area was always higher than in the open.
This situation was continued till late in the evening (14.1920; I5.I9;
16.1910). The nocturnal minima. however, were as a rule lower in
the sheltered area than in the open (fig. 38). Therefore it is dear
that the point of time at which the reversal took place must on these
three days have appeared very late.
We shail now occupy ourselves first with one of the exceptions
mentioned above, viz. with the one of 16.1340. The situation found
al this time is easilv explained in the following way. The fairly
101

equable distribution of temperature values in the sheltered area is
probably the result of the rather thick cloud deck (one may also
consider I5.I3, when the differences in temperature between the
posts in the sheltered area were much greater). The graduallv
descending curve of the open makes us suppose that a cloud’s shadow
reached this area exactly during the time that the thermometers
were being read. Thus the sun must have disappeared in the sheltered
area some time before it did so in the open, and therefore the temper
ture was lower there. That this must indeed have been possible
in the light eastern wind (from i to 2 Beaufort) is easy to see, as
the sheltered area lies to the east of the open.
We shali not try to explain also the other exceptional cases.
Meanwhile, the chief point is that the temperature in the shel
tered area was regularly higher than that in the open. It is important
that in these observations the differences between the posts in the
sheltered area were often very great, especially when the rve-fields
are compared with the potato -fields, and in the middie of the day.
Though we think the data obtained in the rye-fields are not suited
to be analysed further, yet from them it appears that the observations
which showed a higher temperature in the sheltered area than in the
open were made during sunny periods. As there were separate clouds
between which the blue sky was visible, there must have been between
the observations periods without sunshine, during which the heat
in the lowermost layer of the atmosphere must have been dispersed.
Owing to this the soil’s balance of heat became positive again when
ever the sun was shining, and the effect must have been the same as
in the forenoon of a day with undisturbed radiation (B0DR0FF). The
sun’s high altitude, the col4 arctic air and the light wind must have
been favourable for the appearance of this phenornenon.
Moreover, as we are here concerned with a low crop of oats with
a smafl degree of cover it is probable that the ground played the part
of a heat reservoir, and has infiuenced the putting off of the time of
reversal (compare the observations of April i9 and May 1944).
It should be rernembered that these phenomena occurred on two
days on which the wind was blowing from quite different directions.
On May 15 it was NW, on May i6 from E to NE. Thus the fact
that on May 15 the wind was almost parallel to the screens is not
expressed in the distribution of temperature. Apparently there was
under these conditions appreciably less wind in the sheltered area
than in the open.
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Regarding the nocturnal minima (fig. 3$) we have already remarked
that, as a rule, they were lower in the sheltered area than in the
open. In the calm night (wind E o—i) of May 15—16 the temper
ature was, however, all but equal in the two areas. This cannot be
explained by assuming the fact that there would have been little
outgoing radiation as a result of a thick cloud deck, for that night the
temperature feil below zero, which at this time of the year is only
possible if there is much outgoing radiation. Moreover. also from
the differences between the posts in the sheltered area it appears
that we are here concerned with a night in which strong outgoing
radiation occurred. Therefore, we are allowed to conciude from these
data that in calm nights with outgoing radiation like this one, the
temperature in the sheltered area will be the same as that in the
open. When in nights with outgoing radiation there is a light wind.
the sheltered area will be colder than the open. Therefore night -frost
was severer during the night of May 14—15 in the sheltered area
than in the open.
Naturally this fact is in accordance with BODROFF’S views.
As we have amply discussed in the chapter on the literature his
theory is based on the greater rest in the lowermost layers of
air in the sheltered areas. However. when everywhere rest prevails
the effect of radiation cannot possiblv be greater in the sheltered
area than in the open and this explains why the temperatures in the
two areas were almost the same during the calm night of May i—i6.
During the night of May 14—15 the shekered area was colder
than the open, alihough the wind direction was almost perpendicular
to the screens.
Further it should be observed that, as to theirforms. the temper
ature distribution curves from the various nights are all but iden
tical. Only the first night, in which most wind occurred, forms an
exception. Then the distribution was -ery equable. especiallv in
the sheltered area, as a consequence of the rather strong wind.
We can now enter further into some details of the distribution
curves of the minimum temperatures. Also among these data the
low temperature next to the stand attracts our attention. When
discussing the data obtained during other observation periods we
have interpreted it as a result of a slowly descending current of
cold air along the stand. caused by the outgoing radiation of the
stand itself. The fact that the same phenomenon was now found
again greatly sustains this theory.
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Finally we have to draw the attention to the low temperature
on the edges of the oat-fields both in the sheltered area and in
the open. This low temperature may also be caused by a current
of cold air. In this case the latter would originate from the plane
formed by the tops of the rye plants. and would also be an equivalent
of the nocturnal forest wind.
z—6 SEPTEMBER 1946
A. Arrangements
During this period the stands were stili in full leaf. Most fields
had a low cover of turnips. The ground above which the measur
ements were made. however, was almost bare.
The temporary microclimatological station in the sheltered area
comprised a cross-section of a good 36 m between two stands. In
the open the instruments were placed in a row of 17 m across the
field (see fig. 39 011 plate VI). At all observation posts evaporation
gauges had been placed, and moreover soil thermometers at posts t,
4. 9 and iz of the sheltered area and posts 1 and Vin the open. These
thermometers were placed at a depth 10 cm below the surface.
In contrast with other periods, no temperature observations
were made at the posts mentioned above. This time the thermo
meters were placed vertically above cach other, at heights of io,
25. 50 and i5o cm above the ground (see fig. 40 on plate VII). In the
sheltered area these thermometer stands were situated at the points
A and 3 (see fig. 6). In the open two more were placed. For want
of thermometers, however, one of the thermometer stands (C) in the
open was not complete. In this place observations could only be
made at heights of 25 and 150 cm.
We chose this arrangement because we thought it useful to know
something about the stratification of the lowermost air layers above
the two areas.
During this period three meteorological screens were used
together with the arrangement described above. Two of the screens
were placed in the sheliered area e.g. at the same distances from the
coppice stands as the thermometer stands A and 3. The one
in the open was situated on the edge of the field under obser
vation (see fig. 39 on plate VI).
9.

Pion Of

3. Synoptic Weather Survey
The weather during this period was characterized by strong
104

cvclonic activitv. The polar air behind the cold front that passed
over
our country on September i was very unstable, so that on
September 2
heavv showers were observed. On this day our countr
y lay in a
trough of a low ahove southern Norway. Soon, however,
it fihled,
so that then a flat high formed above Central Europe (September
3).
In the meantime a low was approaching across the Ocean
, which
deepened strongly above the Azores. The occiusion front
belonging
to this low lost its importance above England. This was
also the
case with the warm front accompanying the low. During
the night
of September 3— the cold front passed over with some,
for the
greater part light. showers. On the following days (Septe
mber
and 6) the weather in our country kept being inftuenced
by this
low. which graduallv fluled up whule the number of showers decrea
sed.
,

C. Local Weather Survey
During the greater part of the afternoon of September
2 the sky
was heavily overcast (Sc + Ac ± As + Cs), and heavy
ram showers
occurred. The wind was light (2), from SSE. Also in the
evening
there were many clouds (2000; 9/; Cb + Sc), while now
and then
lightnings were observed. There was a light west
wind (2).
During the greater part of the night of September 2—3
the sky
was dear; wind light (2), from the SW.
Early in the morning of September 3 the sun was shining (737;
near the horizon Cu + Ac + Ci). During the mornin
g the sky
cover became more and more cumuliform, and cloudiness
increased
(to 6.’io_71’io), even more during the afternoon (1450;
Sc + Ac +
Cu; 9/ and i636; Cs in S; As + Sc in S; Ac
+ some Cu;
Tili about 2 p.m. a gentie wind
was
blowin
g
from SSW. Some
()
time later the wind backed to S (1450; 2 Beaufort),
and afterwards
to SSE (1636; 3 Beaufort).
Also in the evening almost the whole sky was covere (2005;
d
Ac + As; > ‘). and from time to time some ram
was falling.
During the evening the light southern wind decreased
(from 2 to i).
During the greater part of the night of September 3—4
the sky was
heavllv overcast (Ac). Early in the morning cloudiness
decreased
(630; Ac
Cu; 7/) and the sun hegan to shine. There were only
some Ac ± fc, while a light wind was blowing.
In the morning of September 4 cloudiness increas
ed (935; Ci
+ Cs ± Cu -t- Ac; 7.1w and io°; 9’). During the
greater part of
this morning the wind was SSE
About noon the sun was shining
—

.
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from time to time, and in the afternoon the As-cloud deck had
disappeared. An intermittent Cu-cloud deck was left (on an averagë
of the sky was covered). Later in the afternoon cloudiness tem
porarily decreased owing to which the sun was shining almost
constantly. At the same time Cumulonimbi formed above the Ijssel
Lake (i.e. in the west and north-west). During the greater part of
In the evening a shower brought
the afternoon the wind was S
lightnings and some ram (i°) together with wind-gusts. After the
the wind SW i.
shower had passed cloudiness was
night of September 4—5 the
the
of
part
greater
the
Also during
(3
in the morning cloudines
Early
Sc
of
sky cover consisted Cb +
).
light (2), and from SSE.
was
increased Q; Ac ± As; 8!). The wind
In the morning of September 5 there was a thin cloud cover,
consisting of Ac ± As, and later on also Sc (“ and ii ; cloudiness
During the forenoon the SSE wind increased (i; 55E ).
In the afternoon there was a thick cloud deck, while from time
to time some ram was falling. The wind was rather light (3—2),
blowing from the south. Later in the afternoon the air became
unstable (i6°’; Ns ± Cb + Sc; 0/); rather heavy showers occurred,
bringing lightnings and ram.
In the evening the skv was clearing. The wind was then SSW;.
At first there were still some Cb, from which some ram and hail
were falling, but later on these clouds fiattened. Late in the evening
a mist formed above the ground.
In the night of September 5—6 the sky was rather dear (some Ac
and mist above the ground).
The early morning of September 6 was rather sunny. During the
forenoon some instability above the Ijssel Lake was observed (1023;
Cu cong ± Cu hum; 3/). In the morning the wind was SSE i
(715), later on it veered through S (2) to SSW (955; Beaufort 3).
.

According to observations made at De Bilt the wind on Septem
ber 2 was rather strong (maximum 13 msec). on September 4 strong
(maximum i6 m/sec). During this period the wind was weakest on
September 6 (maximum 7- m/sec), moderate on September 3 and .
From about 1800 on September 2 to 24°° on September 3 the wind
gradually backed from SW to 5E. soon, however, it veered to S
September 5. In the
(4 12°°), this direction was maintained during
morning of September 6 the wind was SSW.
Also during the nights the wind velocities were not inconside
;o6

rable. In the night of September 2—3 it amounted to a maximum
of a littie more than 6 m per second (W), in the night of September
3—4 the maximum was 9 mfsec (SSE—S), in the next night about
8 m/sec (S), and in the last night (September 5—6) 6 m’sec (SSW)
From the data on the wind direction it appears that in the after
noon of September z, and in the early morning of September 6 the
wind was almost perpendicular to the stands. In the afternoon of
September 3 the wind direction was almost parallel to the stands,
while during the rest of the time the wind direction formed an angle
of about 350 with the stands.
D. The Data
a. Soit Temperature (Figs. ia and b)

As. generally speaking, the soil temperature determines the
temperature of the air layer above it. we shali discuss soil temperature
before air temperature. Unfortunately we cannot enter further into
the details of the distribution of soil temperatures, because the num
her of places where measurements were made is too small. We shail
have to satisfy ourselves with an investigation into general tendencies.
The first phenomenon by which our attention is drawn is the
fact that in the sheltered area the soil temperature at posts i and 12.
situated next to the stands, was, if compared with posts
and 9.
low, at least in most cases. We must assume that this was a result
of the direct shading by the stands, of the after-effect of previous
shading caused by the retardation of heat conduction, and of the
fact that, if a longer period of time is considered the soil below and
next to the stand receives less radiating energy than the adjacent
fields. Moreover the greater conductivitv of heat and the greater heat
capacity of the soil will have played a part. In comparing the sheltered
area with the open we shali chieftv avail ourselves of the data obtained
at posts 4 and
1f posts 1 and Ja are not specially referred to they
have not been taken into consideration.
During the sunny morning of September 3 the soil temperature
was considerably higher in the sheltered area than in the open (at
post 4 3° C higher than in the open. see 3.1130 and 3.I2’). There
was a remarkable difference between the soil temperatures at posts
and 9 in the sheltered area. This is easily understood, as post 9
had been in the shade for a longer time than post 4. Moreover post
was undoubtedly more protected from the south-western wind than
post 9. In the afternoon, when the sky was heavily overcast, the soil
.
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Fig. ra.

1 oS

Soli temperature at 10 cm during the period
of September 1946.
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temperatures were all but the same in the two areas. The fact that
also at that time the temperatures at Post i and 12 were relatively
low must have been caused by what we have indicated above, and
by the fact that under the existing weather conditions there was
stiH so much incoming radiation especially in the infra-red that
there was a perceivable shade.
In the evening the tempèrature differences were rather small.
In the morning of September 4 (4.703 and 4.1000) we observed
a situation that reminds us of the one found in the morning hours
of the previous day. The sky being more clouded the temperature
contrasts were. however, less important. Shading influence was
distinctly perceptible from the low temperature at post 9. The more
sun there was on this day, the greater was the difference between
the soil temperature in the sheltered area and that in the open
(compare 4.II with 4.1000). On September the soil temperatures
in the two areas were nearly the same.
In the morning of September 6 a temperature distribution was
found which looks much like the one of September 3. Moreover, on
this morning the gradually increasing difference between the tem
—perature values at the posts i and 4 i.e. the increasing inftuence of
the stand on the soil temperature at post i became very dear. At
post i the temperature, up to the last observation made (6.io4°), fell
a little. Therefore the difference in temperature was chiefly brought
about by the fact that the soil temperature rose at post 4. This phen
omenon can be partly explained by the greater heat capacity—and con
duction of the soil at post i. From the slight fail in temperature it
follows that the shading by the stand must also have played a part,
and especially the shading by overhanging branches, which cannot
be determined by means of the graphic method (VAN DER LINDE
and WOUDENBERG 1946).
and 43)
temperature
the
As was to be expected a distinct relation between
of the soil and that of the air was found in most cases. That this
relation did not present itself under all circumstances is easilv
understood, as we did not determine the temperature of the surface
of the soil. but at a depth of io cm.
During the quiet sunny mornings of September 3 and 6 the
temperature of the air in the shehered area was considerably higher
than of that in the open. A very nice vertical lapse rate had formed of
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Air Temperature at Various Heights (Figs.
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the incoming radiation type (3.943; 3.1118; 6.9’°; 6.1002 and 6.1037).
In the open the differences between the two posts were smaller
than in the sheltered area. In the latter area the temperature at the
SSW post was considerably higher than at the NE one. Nevertheless
the temperature at post B in the sheltered area was higher than in
the open. Thus parallelism between soil temperature and air temper
ature was dear.
from our data it has also become dear that during these sunny
forenoons with regard to the heating of the sheltered area (BODROFF)
an air layer of more than i m thick was concerned.
On September 3 the air in the sheltered area was at j7 colder
than in the open. Also in this case we are concerned with an air layer
that was at the least i- m thick.
During this afternoon cloudiness increased much and the dif
ferences in temperature decreased considerably. Yet, on the whole,
the sheltered area was somewhat colder than the open (B0DR0FF).
Towards the evening the stratification with outgoing radiation showed
the usual lapse rate in spite of the cloud cover.
On September 4 the temperature differences between the various
posts, the various heights, and the two areas were rather small, in
spite of the fact that the sun was shining from time to time. This
must have been caused by the strong wind. Yet at the post A in the
shehered area a distinct lapse rate of the incoming radiation type
was observed (4.1000; 4.1100). In the afternoon it was found that in
the sheltered area the lowermost air layer was, up to a height of
25 to 50 cm, colder than the same layer in the open.
Also in the evening (4.185°) the sheltered area was colder than
the open, tvhile the curves of the vertical distribution of temperature
shotved the outgoing radiation type. At a height of about I m the
curves converge, so that at this hour of this day the cooling down
of the sheltered area with respect to the open extended over an air
layer of only i m high.
After the thunderstorm in the evening the temperature distri
hution was rather equable (4.2016). We cannot enter further into
the details of the vertical distribution found at that time, no more
into the situation of 4.1518 Lack of exactness in some instruments
may have inifuenced the irregular distribution curve of the temper
ature.
Also on September 5 the differences in temperature were small.
With respect to the forenoon the rather strong wind, with respect
III

_

________
t

to the afternoon the thick cloud deck and the ram should be held
responsible.
It should also be noted that in the sheltered area a soil temperature
that was lower than that in the open was never found. As we have
already seen this was indeed sometimes the case with respect to the
air temperature. Undoubtedly the fact that the soil temperature was
measured at a depth of io cm will in this connection have played
a part; possibly also the heat reserve of the soil obtained in the pre
ceding summer months. finally differences in the composition of the
top soil may also have exercised some inifuence.
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the thermometer stand in the foreground bas been given in fig. 40 on plate VII.
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It was found that on the whole the nocturnal minimum temperature
showed oniy small differences both in a vertical and in a horizontal
direction (see fig. 43). This must have been caused by the rather
strong wind and the cloud deck during some nights.
Yet some regularity is to 5e found when we consider these small
differences; generally speaking, the temperature of the air above the
sheltered area was some tenths of degrees lower than of that above
the open, and in some cases a distinct distribution of the outgoing
radiation type was observed (night September 3—4). Generally
speaking, the lapse rate curves converged at a height of 1,5 m, so
that at greater heights the differences will probably have been so
small that they may not have been perceivable.
It is to be regretted that we have no data on the oil temperature
our
at
disposal with regard to the nights.
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Vertical distribution of minimum-temperature
during the period of September 5946 af posts A and 3
in the sheltered area, and at C and D in the open.

c.

T/te Air Teinperature in the Meteorologicat Screens (Fig.

_)

We have already argued above that the screen that is generally
used for meteorological purposes must be called unsuitable as an
expedient for microclimatic work as ours. f or this very reason it
seems interesting to have a further look at the data required by means
of the dry buib thermometers in the screens. In the case that these
data would lead to conclusions that are in contrast with those obtained
by means of the thermometers that were placed “free”, we have
chosen the resuits obtained by means of the latter.
It should be noted that the thermometers in the screens were
mercury thermometers, whereas those used as “free” thermometers
were of the Six-type. This fact in itself may already cause differences,
‘‘3

$

—

-

-

because the reaction of a Six-thermometer is much slower than that
of a mercury thermometer. As we made use of only a few meteorolo
gical screens it is natural to plot the data obtained with respect to
time, in order to get an insight into the course of the temperature
value. It is to be admitted that the same could be done with any
thermometer in the arrangement used.
As the screens had been placed at a small height above the ground
we should compare the resuits obtained in this way with those of the
“free” thermometers placed at heights of 25 and 50 cm. The course
of the thermometer indications in the screens was as follows (see
figure 44). On the sunnv morning of September 3 dear differences
-
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Course of the temperature in the meteorological screens at i. height
of 5o cm during the period of September 1946.
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vere observed. Screen A in the sheltered area showed a higher
temperature than the other screens. When later in the day the cloud
deck had become verv heavy the temperature curves converged.
‘bVith relation to the morning hours this picture differs from that
obtained by means of the free” thermometers, because during that
time sereen B indicated a somewhat lower temperature than the
sereen in the open. while the “free” thermometers showed the
reverse situation.
On the sunnv morning of September 6, when, as we have already
seen, the temperature distribution showed close resembiance to that
of the morning of September 3. the two series of data were quite
in accordartce with one another.
This is also the case with respect to the data obtained in the
afternoon of September 3. According to both series the open area
had a somewhat higher temperature than the sheltered one (B0DR0FF).
The data of the two following days point into the same direction.
In the data of September 4, some slight differences between the
values were stili to be seen, in spite of the strong wind. Generallv
speaking. the temperature in the open was a littie higher than that
in the sheltered area. which is again in accordance with the other
data. Arather great difference between the two series of data was found
a littie after 8 p.m. on September 4. Then the thermometers in the
screens indicated a temperature of about 13,3° C, while the “free”
thermometers showed a temperature of 12,3° C or a lower one. This
difference must have been caused by the delaying iniluence of the
screens in relation to temperature changes.
In September 5. when the weather conditions were such that
the temperatures both of the ground and of the air, measured by
means of the “free” thermometers, showed only very slight differ
-ences. also the temperatures in the screens were all but the same.
Also in the afternoon of this day the delav in the fail of the temperature
in the screens was perceivable.
ii.

Relative Air Humidity (Fig. 45)
On davs with a variable cloud deck during this period much
hindrance was caused with respect to the humidity measurements
owing to the cloud shades, which occurred now and then. In these
cloud shades the temperature always feli rather quickly, while also
rapid changes took place in the relative air humiditv. Thus, in most
cases the data obtained in one series of observation could not be

‘‘5

compared with one another, and therefore it is no use mentioninr
all data obtained in these series of observation. Therefore we have
plotted with respect to time the data obtained at two posts ( and 9)
of which owing to their situations with regard to the hedges it might
be expected that the temperature had not been liable to the most
strong. fluctuations.
In this way it has appeared that, generally speaking. the diffe
rences between relative humidity in the open and in the sheltered
area were slight. Yet, in most cases the air above the open was some
what drier than that above the sheltered area.
The greatest differences between the two areas were found in
the morning of September 3. At this time there was likewise a distinct
difference between posts A and B in the shehered area, the relative
3
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Course of the relative humiditv at 25 cm during the
period of September 1946.

humidity being higher at post A than at post 3. This must have beei
caused by the more definite lee at post A. The difference in shelter
also explains the difference between open and sheltered area.

e.. Evaporation (Fig. 46)
With respect to evaporation we need not say much, as the results
are dear. Also during this period it was observed that during the
night evaporation was considerably smaller than in the davtirne..
as was to be expected. Moreover, the differences between the tw
areas during the night were nu.
In the daytime the differences were dear. On September4thev
were even considerable, as a result of the strong wind on this day.
Now the distribution of values in the sheltered area showed a distinct
course. From the south-western stand the value gradually increased
iiô

4,

_____
_____
______

in the direction of the north-eastern one. It is to be understood that
this picture must have heen caused under the infiuence of the strong
wind, blowing from SSE to S.
We dare not give an 0flOfl on what may have caused the irre
ular distribution of the much stronger evaporation in the open,
hecause fortuities due to the unevenness of the ground and deviations
n the instruments may have played a part.
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AIR HUMIDITY MEASUREMENTS MADE DURING THE

IULY

1947

.4. Arrangemeuts and Weather Conditions
In this period the rye and the oats were full-grown, while the
stands were in full leaf. The measurements were made above the
crops mentioned (see fig. 47 on plate VIII).
Owing to the fact that there were high crops which strongly
influcnce the microclirnate themselves, these measurements are not
directlv comparable with those made in other periods when the crops
were low. Therefore we thought it better to postpone the publication
of the results obtained in the temperature measurements till a time
at which we might avail öurselves of more data, and that is why we
decided to give here conciselv the resuits obtained from measurements
of wind and air humidity onlv.
“7
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The measurements were made in the whole of a cross-section
between two stands, the distance between which amounted to 31 na
(see fig. 6); the wind was measured at 2 m above the ground, that
is to say about o,8o m above the plane formed by the ears of the
crops of rye and oats, while air humidity was measured in this plane.
Generally speaking air temperature was during this period higher
than normal, and gradually rose during the successive davs. Hence
the weather 0fl July 3 and was hot and decidedly summerv. In the
forenoon of July 2 a considerable amount of ram was falling at
Oldebroek. During this period light or moderate wind prevalled.
During the wind measurements the wind was rather light (z
or 3), blowing from a direction between W and WNW, forming an
angle of about 45° with the longitudinal axis of the stands.
As we are not going to analyse the details of the data, this short
summary of the weather conditions may suffice.
.

3. The Data
a. Wind (Fig. 48)
The data are contained in the diagram going with this chapter.
We may conclude that under the momentary weather conditions the
wind above the cross-section examined never reached the velocity
found in the open region. As at each post only few observations were
made, we may set no value on the small fluctuations of the curve.
The situation of the places that show the most extreme values, how—
ever, seems understandable. The lowest velocity, e.g. was found
immediately behind the south-western stand, and the highest velocitv
at some distance before the north-eastern stand. 1f we were sure that
the absolute value found was reliable, we should, on the ground
of the resuits obtained by FLENSBORG and NØKKEXTVED (1938 and
1940) and by NAGELI (i and 1946), be allowed to conclude that
oak coppice stands are among a rather dense type of windscreens_
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In the next chapter we shail prove that also other experiments point
into the sarne direction.
Air Humidity (Figs. 49, 50, i and 52)
Of the data on air humidity the course of vapour pressure and
relative humidity at some posts on the day of July i, z and 3 have
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been indicated; they have been set out with regard to time (figs.
and 50). Together with them
give a series of distribution curves of
the two factors belonging to Julv 3 (figs. i and 52). No measurements
were made in the rainy forenoon of July 2.
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Absolute humidity
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6.54

(vapour pressure)
July 3, 1947.

at several moments

Because of reasons mentioned above it has not been possible to
enter into details and we had to satisfv ourselves with the tracing
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of general tendencies. A look at the diagram shows that the data
certainly indicate a general tendency. We may say that the air above
the sheltered region was moister than that above the open. This is
expressed both in the absolute and in the relative humidity.
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CHAPTER

VII

THE FULL PICTURE OF THE MICROCLIMATE
i.

GENERAL REMARKS

In this survey the conciusions that are to be found in various

places in the preceding pages will be collected. Considerations and
conclusions found in the literature and being of immediate importance
are to be taken up in our considerations directly. The rest of the
literature has, in so far we thought it useful to do so, been confronted
with our own conciusions in a separate section.
From the investigations it has appeared that the influence of oak
coppice stands on the microclimate of the fields adjacent to or be
tween the stands is in a high measure dependent on the prevailing
type of weather and on the hour of the day. The time of the year
bears infiuence on the value of the microclimatic differences. As to
the weather conditions, especially radiation conditions (type of
clouds and cloudiness), wind velocity and wind direction determine
the microclimatic differences between a region with. and one without
oak-coppice stands.
As, apart from the coppice stands, the crop greatly infiuences
the microclimate, measurements made in or above high full-grown
crops and measurements made in or above low young crops should
be considered separately. In this paper only the results obtained in
measurements with respect to low crops or bare ground have been
dealt with. They have, as much as possible, been arranged with
regard to the weather type.
In the chapter on method and technicswehavealreadymentioned
(see page 49) that, seeing the way in which the investigations were
carried out, it would have been better to speak about “microweather”
instead of about “microcïirnate”. However, the term “microclimate”
is generally used, and therefore we have decided not to introduce
a new one.
It is to be expected that in the data on the climatological factors
investigated the daily course will appear in the first place.
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However, when we compare an open area and a number of places
within a sheltered area, it appears that the daily course of several
factors. especially that of temperature, will show great differences.
In the following considerations we only discuss these differences.
because it is through them that the infiuence of the shelter bv the
windscreens appears. In doing so we always start from the values
found in the open.
These investigations have taught us a great deal of the directions
of the microclimatic differences that may be expected between an
open field and an oak coppice sheltered area and of the causes for
these differences. However, we are not allowed to attach general
validity to the absolute values of the differences found. because we
had to restrict ourselves to testing at random since a permanent
microclimatological observation station lay beyond the possibilities
of our budget. Owing to this the work was carried out onlv excep
tionally under such weather conditions that cause the inftuences of
the stands to have their greatest effects. Therefore it may be assu
med that under such ideal weather conditions the differences as a
rule will be greater than those we have found.
2.

TEMPERATURE

A. Air temperature on Sunny Days with Ligltt to lioderate IVind
The peculiar character of the microclimate of an oak coppice
sheltered region appears most distinctlv in bright weather when the
wind is light or moderate. In this summary we shali therefore start
from such a situation.
We speak of hright weather when the cloud deck consists of some
Ci or Ac, some Cu or Cu-hum. and cloudiness does not exceed o•
By light or moderate wind we shall understand a wind with a
force of T to 3 Beaufort. It is no use to denote the limits of the
wind force exactly. Without a profound knowledge of the wind
structure it would not even be right to do so. as has appeared to us
from literature (see page i8). However, investigations into wind
structure were beyond the scope of our plans.
First we shail descrihe the picture of the temperature distri
b’ution across the whole distance (in this case about 8 rn=io—i2 h)
between two stands as it may appear at about i p.rn. on a sunny
day in September with light to moderate wind (see the period of
September 1943).
Under these conditions the south-western stand shaded part
123

of the area under observation. In this shaded zone the temperature
in the air layer next to the ground was considerably lower than
anvwhere else in the area. Out of the shaded zone, into the direction
of the second stand. situated in the north-east of the area the temper
ature above a strip of ground with a width of some meters was
relativelv high. We shail cail this strip the “temperature maximum
next to the shaded area”.
Next to this temperature maximum we find an area with a width
of some twentv to thirtv meters. where the temperature values are
noticeabh’ lower. without great differences from place to place.
This zone gradually changes into another, also with a width of
some twenty to thirty m where the air temperature gradually increases
into the direction of the second stand. Thus the highest temperatures
are found on the sunside of the woodstands. and next to them. As
of the two last named zones the former gradually changes into the
latter. the limit between them, if we can speak of such at all, cannot
be exactly determined. At this time of the day everywhere in the
sheltered area the temperature was higher than in the open, except
for the shaded zone.
Thus we must conciude that en sunny days with light or moderate
wind there are four temperature zones viz. the shaded zone, the
temperature maximum next to the shaded area, the zone with an
equal distribution of relatively low temperatures and the zone, where
the temperature is gradually increasing towards the (second) stand.
The causes for the temperature distribution described above
can for the greater part easily be indicated. E.g., the area with high
temperature on the sunside of the stand is undoubtedlv the same as
that in which HEIDEMA (1923) and SCHMOOK (192$) observed the occur
rence of scald in various vegetations under the same conditions.
It seems obvious that this high temperature is brought about by
solar energy reflected by the stand. Moreover infra-red radiation
from the branches and the leaves of the stand as a result of heating
by the sun must have plaved a part. Seeing the results obtained by
SCHUBERT (192$, GEIGER 1942), we must even assume that on sunnv
September days conditions are particularly favourable for the occur
rence of these effects, because at this time the sun’s altitude is alreadv
rather low. while. practically speaking. radiation is not vet reduced
bv the atmosphere as is the case during the wintermonths. Moreover,
in September the stand is stili in full leaf, so that mest of the solar
energy is caught up on the outside of the stand.
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The low temperature in the shaded area does not need further
explanation. The contrarv is the case, however. with the temperature
maximum next to the shaded area. When considering this super
ficially, one may be inclined to indicate the lee behind the woodstand
as the cause of this maximum. On second thoughts, however, it
becomes dear that this effect is certainly not to be explained bv means
of the theory of stagnant air. For on account of this theory an extra
low temperature might be expected in this area, instead of an extra
high one during the hours of the day when the balance of heat is
negative.
further it seems obvious to suppose that this high temper
ature might be caused by the obstruction to outgoing radiation by
the stand which effect is present in the immediate surroundings both
in the daytime and at night. When the temperature in this area is
constant, that is to say when incoming and outgoing radiation are
evenly balanced the temperature of the radiating surface (the ground)
must be higher there than in other places of the reion, where
outgoing radiation does not meet with anv obstruction. Froiu
a rough estimate, taken from a table in page i8 of GEIGER’s book,
however, it has appeared that in this wav only a rise in temper
ature of the surface of the ground of at most 0,5° C could be explai
ned. The rise in the temperature of the air above the ground will be
even considerably smaller. Therefore the maximum next to the
shaded area cannot be explained in this way.
Finally one might suppose that, as a result of the wind reducing
influence of the stand, evaporation in this area is reduced in such
a measure that after all the difference might be explained by the fact
that less heat is given off for evaporation. It was found, however,
that the intensity of evaporation in this area was not less than in
other places.
Thus we cannot give a conciusive explanation for the exis
tance of this area with relatively high temperature, and we should
be inclined to think of some fortuity in the arrangement, if we had
not found it in other periods also (see November 1943), and if not
the literature contained an indication that this zone indeed is distin
guished in some respect from the rest of the sheltered area. For in
the American sheltered regions BATES (1911) found a larger yield
of crops in corresponding places with respect to the windscreens.
11e thought he was allowed to conclude that there is a higher temper
ature in this zone. Now that we have indeed found a higher temper—
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ature here, we may consider it to be real, even though we cannot
explain it.
Later in the year (see November 1943) the zone referred to lay
almost in the middie of the same cross-section and also in this case
the high temperature was found on the post just outside the shaded
zone formed bv the stand. This observation seems to indicate that
the temperature maximum next to the shaded zone may be linked
sornehow’ with the border of the shadow i.e. with the contrast between
sun and shade. Also this formula does not explain the situation
observed anyway.
One more zone of the temperature distribution in the middie
of the day is still to be discussed, viz. the one with equable and
relatively low temperature between the maximum next to the shaded
area and the scald zone. In order to understand the properties of
this zone we shali discuss the temperature distribution between two
stands as it was later in the afternoon of a sunny September day
with light or moderate wind.
First of all, however, we should recall the fact that in the forenoon
and about noon the temperature in the various zones of the sheltered
area was, apart from the shaded area, always higher than in the
open. At about 4 p.m. the same zones were found again, but,
with respect to the open, all values had become lower. This reduction
was such that the temperature in the maximum next to the shaded
area was about the same as that in the open, that the temperature
in the part of the scald zone bordering on the stand was stili distinctly
higher. while in the zone between these two areas it was distinctly
lower than the temperature in the open. So the temperature course
in the latter part of the experiment area is in accordance with
BODROFF’S view’s (1936); the air in this zone distinctly shows the
properties of stagnant air. In our survev of literature the latter have been
so amplv discussed that here we may refer topage35. The temperature
course in the stagnant air should be considered as an indirect result
from the presence of windscreens, in this case the oak-coppice
stands.
From the above it must not be concluded that in the rest of the
area between two stands the air will not show the properties of stag
nant air. This becomes dear when towards the evening the direct
inifuences from the stand begin to lose their importance, as a result
of the lower sun’s altitude. Then the whole of the sheltered region
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is. in bright weather, with light or moderate wind, regularlv colder
than the open.
Thus we must conciude that when the sun stands high, in the
scald zone and in the shaded zone, temperature is inftuenced hy the
woodstands at least in two ways.
Later in the year and later in the day the temperature distri
bution is. under similar conditions, of the same nature as in the days
in the beginning of autumn about noon. Also now one finds four
zones. Owing to the low sun’s altitude the differences in temperature
are now. however. smaller both between the posts in the sheltered
area itself. and between the sheltered area and the open. \Ioreover.
the whole picture of the temperature distribution lies now at a lower
level than in early autumn, which is again owing to the season.
So the most extreme values of temperature were found in the
sheltered area, and especially in the shaded zone and in the scald
zone. Thus the range of temperature values is mostly considerably
wider in the sheltered region than in the open.
It should be remembered that the distribution of temperamre
in the sheltered region as it was described above was found in various
wind directions. from this it follows that light or moderate wind
cannot inftuence perceivably the temperature distribution.
Two more things ought to be discussed, namely the diurnal
maximum and the time of reversal, which we shall caIl the “reversal”
for short. By the reversal we will understand the time at which in
the afternoon the temperature in the lower layers of the stagnant
air in the sheltered region is the same as that of the air in the open.
This situation must be caused by the fact that the balance of heat
changes from positive to negative.
The theory of stagnant air between the windscreens has some
consequences with respect to the diurnal maximum and the reversal.
In the first place the diurnal maximum of the temperature must,
according to this theory, be higher in a sheltered area than in an
unsheltered one. The reversal ought to take place after the appearance
of the temperature maximum. In reality. however, the course of
temperature appears to be quite different from the one that might
be expected. In spite of the relatively higher temperature in the
shehered area with ascendant sun, a higher temperature maximum
in the zone of the stagnant air has only exceptionally been found.
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It has indeed been found in the area with the maximum temperature
next to the shaded area and in the scald zone.
Thus from the things mentioned it appears that BODROFF’S theory
is not sufficient to explain the course of temperature in the area of
the stagnant air completely. Therefore we must assume that during
the hours that the sun stands highest there is at least one as yet
unknown influence that counteracts the system, implicated bv
BODROFF’S theory. We cannot say with certainty what inifuence this
may be, but we are inclined to suppose that it will have to be looked
for in the direction of a circulation system belonging to the sheltered
region itself. Such a circulation system must be thought possible
because of the great temperature differences that are found at a short
distance from each other in the sheltered area. An upgoing current
of air is to be expected on the warm sunside of the stand, a descending
one, which will of course convey cooler air, on the shaded side. Of
course we cannot enter into the details of this circulation system.
We suppose this svstem interrupts the course of events at the time
that, according to BODROFF’S theory, the higher temperature maximum
and the reversal ought to be found.
Naturally in the sheltered region the reversal takes place later
in the zones with extra high temperatures than in the area of the
stagnant air itself. Measurements above bare ground sometirnes
showed a reversal late in the afternoon, measurements above a low
crop of turnips, however, a reversal in the early part of the afternoon.
Therefore it is possible that, beside the place with respect to the
stand, also the soil cover plays a part. That. generally speaking.
this must be so is easily understood. A crop must be considered as
a cover that uses radiating energy for carbon dioxyde assimilation and
transpiration. Thus the bare ground will receive more heat and after
the time that the balance of heat has turned it will also give off more
heat to the air, owing to which the reversal is put off.
In September 1946 it appeared by means of measurements made
with a series of thermometers that had been placed above each other
that on the sunnv mornings in this period extra high temperatures
in the sheltered regions were stili to be found at a height of at the
least i m above the ground. We think we are allowed to assume
that this will also have been the case in various other periods.
During one period (April 1943) the temperature of the air just
above the ground below the stand was also measured. In spite of the
12$
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fact that the latter was stili all but leafless a distinct influence on the
course of temperature was found, which was indicated by a retar
dation in the daily course. Moreover the temperature maximum was,
in light wind. lower here than in the area of the temperature maximum
next to the shade on the adjacent field. 1f the stand should have been
in leaf, the infiuence would undoubtedly have been even more dear.
Obviously also this temperature course must be considered to be
the normal one in sunnv weather and light wind. It is the “forest
character” of the microclirnate in the stand that presents itself in
this wav.
As the surface of the soil is the entrv as well as the outlet for the
heat in the atmosphere it would be natural to deal with soil temper
ature before air temperature. Owing to the small number of obser
vations as a consequence of lack of instruments this was no use in
the present case. Only during the period of September 1946 a soil
thermometer could be placed at some posts in the area under obser
vation. Making temperature rneasurements of the surface was quite
impossible.
From the data obtained from the soil thermometers placed at a
depth of ;o cm it has appeared that on sunn’ mornings a higher
air temperature in the sheltered area coincideci with a higher soil
temperature, which was quite as we had expected.
3. Temperature during Sunny Parts oJ the Day and on Days with a
Variabte Cloud Deck and Light to Moderate Wind
Also the differences in temperature between an open region and
a sheltered one that exist during shorter periods with sunshine on
days on which the sky is overcast for the rest of the time may be
explained for the greater part by the theory of stagnant air. As the
properties of stagnant air have been amply discussed in the previous
pages, this section may be a short one.
In periods during which the weather is characterized by unstable
air numerous showers (Ch) will forni in the course of the forenoon,
soon covering the whole sky. In such a type of weather the sun will
be shining for some hours before the showers develop. In such sunny
parts of the forenoon the whole of the sheltered region. apart from
the shaded area, has a higher temperature than the open, as may be
expected according to BODROFF’S theorv.
The mornings of the period of April 1946 must in this connection
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be mentioned as exceptions. for then the sheltered region was colder
than the open. This was probably caused by the rainfali during the
previous night. As the wind is stronger in the open region than in
the sheltered one. rainwater will evaporate more quickly in the former
than in the latter region. As a result the temperature will at first
be lower in the open than in the shehered area because of the with
drawal of latent heat from the soil and the crops. Later, however,
the heat capacity of the erop and the soil, and also the conduction
of heat in the soil will for some time be greater in the sheltered region
than in the open. and these factors naturally impede the heating of
the air. 1f our supposition is riglit this impediment must be so strong
that the temperature of the stagnant air above the sheltered region
remains lower than that of the air above the open region. Of course
the part played in this respect by the soil will become less important
as the erop grows.
The sheltered region will also have a higher temperature than
the open when a clearing occurs in the afternoon. In this case the
soil and the erop will only have been heated slightly before the sky
becomes dear, and if this happens not too late in the day. it will still
be possible for the whole landscape to be heated bv the sun considera
bly. In other words the balance of heat will remain positive till a
later hour than would have been the case if there had been no clouds
during the morning. Up to this time the temperature of the stagnant
air will also be higher than that of the open region.
The effect will be the stronger. as incoming radiation is stronger.
be distinctly observed in April and May. In November the
could
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conditions were such that the effect of the phenomenon was probably
neutralized by the passage of a cold front.
The microclimatic situation in an oak coppice sheltered region
during a day or a part of a day with an intermittent cloud deck is
closely related to the cases discussed in the first part of this section.
\Te consider an intermittent cloud deck covering about 0,5 of the
sky. It is not so much the cloud deck itself as the intermittent insola
tion which is important.
During the period of May 1946 we found two such days with an
intermittent cloud deck consisting of Cu. It ap.peared that under
these conditions the sheltered region did not get definitelv colder
than the open before it was late in the afternoon. During the readings.
which were nearlv always made during sunny periods the tempera
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ture was nearlv in all cases higher in the sheltered region than in
the open.
It will be dear that the soil and the crop are heated less on days
with a cloud deck of this kind than on davs with littie cloudiness.
Moreover. the heat will spread into the higher layers of the atmos
phere when the exposure to the sun is temporarilv interrupted. owing
to which the soil and the crop will becorne colder. Therefore tili
late in the afternoon the balance of heat cannot be but positive during
sunnv periods and the stagnant air in the sheltered region must
at the same time show a higher temperature than the air in the
open. As the rneasurements were made above ground that was all
hut hare. the latter may also have plaved a part in putting off the
reversal to a later time in the day in the way as discussed in the
previous section.
In June 1943 we found days with a heavy cloud deck consisting
of Cb. accompanicd bv gusts of wind, while from time to time there
were sunnv periods with little wind. The temperature distribution
characteristic of the situation with sun and light wind in the sheltered
area. proved to present itself rather soon everv time after the appear
ance of the sun.
The data obtained did not supplv more details on the temperature
during such short periods with sun. No doubt they would have done
so if the measurements could have been made more svstematicallv.
We think. however. that there are indeed reasons to assume that the
conclusions concerning the course of temperature during sunny
periods when there is an intermittent cloud deck consisting of Cu,
and those concerning the inifuence of ram shortly before the appearance
of a sunny period are also applicable to the situation discussed above.
C. Tentperature in the Daytime under a Heavy Cloztd Deck, with
LigÏtt to Moderate Wind
Because the characteristic distribution of temperature between
two stands on a dear day resuits from radiation, as we have amply
discussed. it is certain that the situation will be quite different under
a heavv cloud deck (cloudiness 1o/).
Under such a cloud deck the differences in temperature between
the sheltered and the open area, and those between the observation
posts in the sheltered area are always smaller than under any
other cloud deck. both in the daytime and at night. The distribution
curve of the temperature in the sheltered region is then quite or
‘3’
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almost flat, the values in the sheltered region and in the open being
almost the same.
The thinner the cloud deck becomes, that is to sav. the more the
incorning radiation increases, the more the differences in temperature
increase. These differences may already hecome visible under a
closed Sc cloud deck that to the eve is still a heavy one. This resuits
from the fact that the cloud deck reduces visible radiation tö a higher
degree than infra-red radiation.
Measurements of the soil temperature indicated that under a
heavy cloud deck the values in the sheltered region and in the open
are almost the same. As was to be expected this is in accorctance with
the data obtained on air temperature.
Unfortunatelv we have no data on the temperature of the soil
below the stands. We have only those which relate to the strips
of ground next to them. The latter show that in the davtime the
value of the soil temperature in these places is generally lower than
in other places in the region. This may be caused by different factors.
In the first place these strips of ground generallv receive less radiatin
energy. owing to the shading during part of the day. Further the
conduction and capacitv of heat are here more important. owing to
the greater water content of the upper laver of soil, which is causeti
by reduced evaporation. Incidental influences are the momentary
shading and the after effect of a previous period of shading.
Also BODROFF (1936) and BATES (1911) found that the differences
in temperature were smaller as the cloud deck was heavier (see
BATES’ third conciusion. page 34).
We have no reason to suppose that the course and the distribution
of the small differences in temperature found under a heavy and closed
Sc cloud deck as mentioned above would show other regularities
than the larger differences found under a cloudless skv. However.
testing the figures obtained with regard to the regularities found
during an uncovered sky was impossible since the differences are
often so small that they either remain within the range of observation
errors or come verv close to it.
D. DiurnaÏ Temperature in Strong Wnd
Generally speaking we may say that in windy parts of the region
the differences in temperature are verv small, both in horizontal and
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vertical direction. When strong wind appears under a clouded sky
the differences are smallest. which is easily understood. seeing the
small differences occurring under a heavily clouded sky (see the
foregoing section).
In places that are more or less sheltered. however. distinct
differences in temperature occur. especially in sunny weather.
When the wind is parallel to the windscreens there is least shelter,
while in this case the differences in temperature between the open
region and the sheltered one, and also those between the posts in
the sheltered region are smallest.
Unfortunately we do not dispose of observations of the temperature
across the whole distance between two stands made on a day that
a strong wind was blowing in a direction perpendicular to the stands.
When the wind direction made an angle of about 300 with the longi
tudinal aNis. in sunny weather the normal lapse rate was found on
a strip of ground with a width of 3 or 4 times the height of the stand
and lying close to it. Outside this zone the vertical distribution had
a tendency tovards the isothennal state. From this it follows that
under these conditions the protection from the stand extended to a
distance of 3 or h (in which h is the height of the stand). Within
the sheltered strip of ground the temperature of the air just above the
ground was. at least in the forenoon, considerably higher than that
of the air outside it. while the course of temperature in this area
was as may be expected in stagnant air.
iii

The Temperature Miflimllflb
As we do not dispose of other data on the temperature during
the night besides the minimum indieations of the SIx-thermometers,
we shall have to restrict ourselves to the discussion of the temperature
minimum when speaking of the nocturnal temperature distrihution.
It has appeared, however. that in spite of this restriction some
insight into the temperature distribution may be obtained. because
the temperature course during the night is much less complicated
than in the daytime. At night we have only to take into consideration
outgoing radiation and its results, apart from the wind.
To begin with we shall discuss nights in which outgoing radiation
is considerable, that is to say nights during which the sky is dear or
fairly dear. It has appeared that the distribution of the temperature
minima during a dear night depends to a high degree on the wind.
With respect to this we should distinguish between wind that is
E.
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light, from light to moderate, or strong. Neither here is it possible
to draw sharp lines.
Referring to the distribution and course of temperature during
a bright day with wind from light to moderate we shali start here witi;
the discussion of the minimum during a dear night with wind fron;
light to moderate.
First it should be remembered that on unclouded evenings with
littie wind the air above the sheltered region always showed lower
temperature than that above the open. In this case the distribution
of the temperature in the sheltered region was all but symmetrical
with regard to the stands, being as follows: The lowest temperature
was found in an area halfway between the two stands. Starting from
this area the temperature gradually increased into the direction of the
stands as far as places situated at a distance of some meters from the
stands. Next to the stands the temperature was again a littie lower.
This same distribution in the sheltered area was found back
with respect to the nocturnal minima. but now at a lower temperature
level, as a consequence of outgoing radiation during fl1e night.
This distribution is to be explained in the following way. The
screening-effect of the stand with relation to outgoing radiation
is strongest next to the stand (GEIGER 1936, GEIGER 1942), and
gradually decreases with the distance to it. Thus half way between
two stands outgoing radiation must be strongest and therefore
more heat is withdrawn from the stagnant air here than in places
where outgoing radiation is to a higher degree counteracted by
the stands. Herewith the gradual increase of the temperature
minimum into the direction of the stand is explained. This is not the
case, however, with regard to the low temperature next to the stands.
But we know (KocH 1934) that a narrow zone of low temperature is
also found along forest edges. There it is caused by a slowly descen
ding current of air which has been cooled down owing to the emission
of radiating energy by the crowns of the trees. It will be dear that
the low minimum temperature next to the stand is to be explained
in the same way. In this connection, however, we must assume that
KocH’s “nocturnal forest wind” will be stronger and will have a more
distinct effect than the cold current of air next to the narrow oak
coppice stands. Hence it appears that the effect of this current of air
in the oak-coppice sheltered region is only to be noticed distinctlv
if there is little wind.
When the wind velocity is from light to moderate and radiation
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meets with little or no obstruction from clouds, the air above the
area half way between two stands will become colder than that above
the open region. This is, generally speaking. never the case in zones
where outgoing radiation meets with obstruction. In the narrow strip
along the woodstands. however, there is again a better chance that
the air above it will become colder than in the open area. It will be
dear that this distribution of the nocturnal minimum entails increased
danger of night-frost in certain zones of the sheltered region.
LA COUR (1872), BATES (1911) and BODROFF (1936) had alreadv
pointed out the increased danger of night-frost between stands.
However, it has not appeared to us that these authors have realized
the fact that this increased danger is restricted to certain zones onlv.
Some of our data seem to indicate that the forming of ground fog.
under which conditions, as we know, heat is released, may check or
neutralize the faIl in temperature of the sheltered region with respect
to the open. Of course this is only possible when the fog would appear
sooner or in a denser form in the sheltered region than in the open.
We are not in possession of direct observations regarding this subject.
from the measurements of air humidity (see page 137), however, it
has appeared that as a rule the air above the sheltered area is somewhat
more humid than that above the open. This might indicate that,
under certain conditions, fog will appear sooner in the sheltered
region than in the open.
Now one may ask into what. direction the cold current of air
(next to the stand) moves on after reaching the ground. In this
respect we cannot give much information, but still there are some
facts worth-while of attention. In the first place during the period
of April 1943 no distinct difference was obsered between the mini
mum on the post below and on the one next to the stand, whereas
we might have expected that the value found below the stand would
have to be higher as a result from the fact that in this place less
radiation occurs during the night. In the second place we should
once more remember the higher temperature found at some distance
from the stand. The two facts mentioned contain an indication
that the cold air would sink below the oak shrubs of the windscreen.
Thus an upward movement must take place in the stand itself, so
that in this way an independent system of circulation would form in
and close to the stand. This conciusion, however, is in contradiction
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vith KocH’s (1934) who found the “nocturnal forest wind” to be
a slow stream of cold air moving into the direction of the open
field. As we do not dispose of further data bearing on this problem.
however. we cannot enter into further details.
It was rernarkable that also in nights during which the wind
direction was parallel or all but parallel to the stands this difference
in temperature between the sheltered region and the open was still
found, although it was now considerably smaller. Apparently the
stands had even in this case a wind reducing effect.
During nights with littie or no wind the differences between the
lowest minimum values in the sheltered region and the open were
verv small. TJnder these conditions the theory of stagnant air is not
suitable. as we can only speak of stagnant air if there is wind. The
obstruction to radiation in the neighbourhood of the stand remains,
however, as a result of which the minimumtemperatureinsomeplaces
of the sheltered region remains higher than in the open. Further
conditions are during such nights most favourahle for the appearance
of the descending cold current of air next to the stands. Owing to
the two causes mentioned above very distinct differences in temper
ature present themselves hetween some places of the sheltered region
during nights with unimpeded radiation and little wind.
In nights with strong wind distinct differences between the shel
tered region and the open, and between the posts in the sheltered
region disappear as a result of the fact that the air lavers are being
largely mixed. This is clearly seen from the very flat course of the
distribution curve of the nocturnal minimum.
From the above it will have become dear how important the part
plaved by outgoing radiation is with reference to the appearance of
the characteristic distribution of temperature during dear nights.
When. however. the effect of outgoing radiation is completely or
partially neutralized hv radiation from aqueous particles in the air
and from a cloud deck the temperature minima are leveled either in
a larger or smaller measure. When moreover strong wind occurs
we need not expect any noticeable differences between the sheltered
region and the open. or between the various places in the sheltered
region.
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During nights with a partly clouded skv, or in nights with variable
cloudiness the distribution as described above will, however, appear
during temporarv clearing ups at least when there is not too much wind.

‘.

AIR HuIIDITv

Since it has appeared after the observations were made that part
of our measurements were not reliable we only dispose of few useful
data on relative and absolute air humiditv (vapour pressure). In
our opinion. however. the general impression obtained by these few
data is reliable.
Gcnerallv speaking. we may say that in the most sheltered places
absolute humiditv is highest. as a result of the low velocity, with
which the moisture emanating from the soil and the vegetation is
carried off. Hence absolute humiditv is generallv higlier in the sheltered
region than in the open. while, depending on the wind velocitv, duiferen
ces may also occur between various places in the sheltered region.
Sometimes, however. the situation is reversed, and we don’t
know whiat may be the cause. We are indilned to suppose that the
cause is to he looked for in the increased turbulence in the sheltered
region. when strong wind occurs. or in the supposed circulation
svstem belonging to the sheltered region itself when the wind is
moderate or light (see page 128).
In both cases the mixing of the air ahove the shehered region in a
vertical direction. and at the same time the supplv of drier air will
he more important above the sheltered region than above the open.
A higher vapour pressure in the sheltered region does not
alwavs correspond with a higher relative humiclitv. Sometimes the
latter is even lower in the sheltered region than in the open. as a
result of the higher temperature in the sheltered region. BODROFF
(1936) already pointed out this drying influence of woodstands
during those hours of the day that the balance of heat is positive.
Our conciusion according to which the air in the oak-coppice
sheltered region would generallv he mOiSter than that in the open
is in accordance with the results obtained bv KREUTZ (1938), CHI
RITESCU-ARVA (NAGELI. 1941) and NAGELI (1943), who base their
cunciusions on the average relative humidity.
4.

EVAPORATION

Just as bv temperature a daih- course is also shown bv evapo
ration. This is a result of the changes in temperature. relative humidity
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and wind during the 24 hours of a day. Naturallv this daily course
will present itself more distinctly the more numerous the readings
during the 24 hours are. In our case no more than two readings were
made; one in the morning and another in the evening comprising
respectively evaporation during the preceding night and during the
preceding day. Of course no sharp picture of the daily course of
evaporation could be expected on the base of these data but obtaining
such had not been our purpose. Yet is was found that, as a result
of the diurnal course evaporation is considerably stronger in the
daytime than at night. In rainy weather evaporation was also very low
or nu. Thus, usually no difference of any importance between the
sheltered region and the open could be found in the data bearing on
the nights, or in those obtained in rainy weather.
In dry sunny weather, however, distinct differences were
observed in all cases. These differences were greater as the wind
was stronger. so that in strong wind evaporation was considerably
lower in the sheltered region than in the open.
Rather distinct differences were also found between the posts
in the sheltered region itself. It seems probable that they were in
most cases caused by the differences in wind velocity in these places.
As a result the range of the evaporation is greater in the shehered
region than in the open.
Thus it has appeared that the distribution of evaporation is to
a high degree controlled by the wind, which is in accordance with
the results obtained by LA COUR (1872). BODROFF (1936), and NÂGELI
(1943). In light wind, however, the iniluence of temperature also
presents itself. At the same time, however, this influence appears
to be small. Also NAGELI (1943) noticed the influence of temperature
on the differences of the evaporation. He found a shifting of the
minimum of evaporation with regard to the wind minimum, into the
direction of the stand, which was caused by differences in radiation.
5.

Wu AND THE

WIND

REDUCING INFLUENCE OF

OAx

COFPICE

STANDS

When describing the experiment area we have already pointed
out that probably not a single part of the shehered region would be
exposed to the full wind when the direction of the latter is perpen
dicular or almost perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the stands.
This conciusion was based on data obtained from literature (FLENS
BORG and NaKKENTVED, 1938 and 1940, and NAGELI 1943 and 1946).
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The onlv reliable data we ourselves dispose of have come from a
3 T -m long cross-section between two stands. The measurernents
were carried Out when the wind direction made an angle of’ about
o
with the longitudinal axis of the stands.
The conciusion stated above is confirmed by these data, natu—
rally only for the situation that has been investigated. We have n
reason to suppose. however, this conciusion would not 5e correct
with reference to other cases when the wind was favourable.
Also in other places of this suinmarv sorne information on the
lee in the shekered region in various wind directions has been given.
For instance, we have conciuded from the data on temperature that
the width of the sheltered zone amounts to only 3 or h in strong
wind. when the wind direction forms an angle of about 300 with the
stand. In light wind, hotvever, blowing from the same direction.
no inftuence bearing on the distribution of temperature was found
so that these data contain an indication that the windfield of an oak
coppice sheltered region in light wind is essentilly different fron;
that in strong wind. According to literature this would be a property
of dense windscreens (see page 17).
Also various other data contain indications concerning the class
of density of oak coppice stands. For example, the distribution of
temperature in the scald zone indicates the absence of a current of
air of anv importance under the stand, for if this current existed
it could hardly be understood that the temperature can become su
high next to the stands.
The evaporation curves indicate an evaporation-minirnurn in or
very closely hehind the stand and they do not show any indication of a
wind minimum at some distance hehind the stand (see the evapora
tion-curve of 2 May 1944 in fig. 25). Therefore we must assume
that the wind minimum was also lying closely behmd the stand.
From the work of FLENSBORG and XZKXENTVED (1938 and 1940) and
of XÂGELI (1943 and 1946) it has appeared that also this property i
among those belonging to the windfields of dense windscreens.
Naturally these indications are indirect ones. However, our own
observations which are of course of a direct nature pointed int
the same direction.
From the distribution of temperature in the daytime and the
nocturnal minima it had to 5e concluded that in light wind,
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even when it blows parallel or almost parallel to the stands, the
velocity of the air in the shehered area was lower than that of the
air in the open. In strong wind this effect was not to be found.
That the windscreens may stiJl have some reducing inftuence
if the wind direction is parallel to them is to be understood, as the
windscreens are alwavs to be considered as an enlargement of the
friction plane.
That in strong wind this effect did not present itself in the distri
bution of temperature need not be in contrast with this statement.
because all temperature differences will disappear when the wind
velocity rises above a definite minimum value.
6.

DISCUSSION ON THE REST OF THE LITERATURE WITH REGARD TO
OWN RESULTS

In this section the resuits mentioned in the literature on this
subject are to be compared with the own results, in so far this has
not vet been sufftciently done in the above survey. This is only the
case with respect to some considerations on temperature.
According to various authors. LA Coua (1872, GEIGER 1942),
and BODROFF (1936) windscreens would enlarge the
diurnal amplitude of temperature. NAGELI (1943) leaves the nocturnal
minimum out of consideration, and conciudes a sliglit increase in
the average diurnal temperature in sheltered regions. We shall start
from this latter conciusion. premising. however. that we could not
determine the averages of temperature ourselves. As from our own
investigations it has appeared that, on days with a variable cloud deck,
during sunny periods most places in the sheltered region had a
higher temperature than the open, and that as a rule the temper
atures in the two regions were almost the same under a covered sky, it
seems to us that the result mentioned by NAGELI, is also applicable
-to the oak-coppice sheltered region investigated by us.
We can endorse the conception on the diurnal amplitude, how
ever. with this restriction that the highest maximum and the lowest
minimum have not been found in the same place of the sheltered
region. An enlargement of the diurnal amplitude in a definite place
could only be found with absolute certainty on the sunside of the
stands. where the scald zone is found in the daytime, and the cold
current of air from the radiating crowns at night. In many other
places in the sheltered region, however, the rise of the temperature
BATES (1911)
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in the daytime is, at least partially, neutralized b a rise of the noc
turnal minimum, and conversely, so that, without reliable averages,
we dare not decide whether the daily affiplitude of the temperature
is widened here or not.
We cannot agree with BATES’ (191 i) second conciusion (see
page 34), according to which the highest maximum and the lowest
minimum would be found in places where the wind is reduced to
the highest degree. 0fl good grounds we think we may maintain that
both the lowest and the highest temperature in the oak-coppice
sheltered region are brought about in a considerably less simple
way than would follow from this conciusion of BATES.
Also BATES’ fourth conciusion ought to be shortli discussed.
In this conciusion BATES asserts i.a. that a COP on which ram has
fallen will suffer less from cooling down by the wind in a sheltered
region than in an open. As we have amply discussed. our evaporation
measurements indicated that water evaporates less rapidly in the
sheltered area than in the open.
We, however, had no opportunity to find the higher temperature
of the crop in the sheltered region, which of course ought to appear
from the air temperature.
BATES’ fifth conclusion (see page 34), in which he asserts that
the rise of the air temperature in a sheltered area in the daytime does
not depend on the temperature of the air in the unsheltered region,
is immediately connected with the view held by manv outsiders and
also by some of the investigators (NAGELI 1941), that “in winter wood
stands in a measure stop cold air, so that they reduce injurious
influences of severe winters”. In BATES’ conclusion quoted the
temperature in the unsheltered region is used as a measure for the
temperature of the mass of air present.
From our own observations it bas appeared that a certain distri
bution of temperature zones occurring in bright weather with light
or moderate wind in early autumn returned in November 1943 at
a lower temperature level. The decrease of the absolute values of
the differences that appeared could be explained by the different
times of the year at which the measurements were made.
From the facts mentioned we may conclude that at least the distri
bution of the temperature in four zones is brought about independently
-
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-

f the temperature of the mass of air that lies above the region. The
absolute values of the temperature differences which in this connec
tion appear depend apart from the sun’s altitude (season) also on
the moisture and dust content of the mass of air. The latter con
ditions and the season heing the same, however, the increase of air
temperature in the zones in the sheltered area during daytime as
well as the fali in temperature during the night would 5e practically
independent of the temperature of the air mass present.
From the statement quoted above a lack of understanding
of the existence of the temperature zones found over and over
again appears. For that matter, it is to be understood that a layman
makes such a statement. as one will feel more comfortable in a shel
tered region than in an open one, especially in severe frost and strong
wind. This feeling of comfortableness, however. is not a reliable
measure to judge on the absolute value of temperature, because in
this connection wind and relative humidity also play a part.
We have also to discuss shortly the views held by BODR0FF (1936).
from the previous pages it will have become dear that our data in
many cases were in accordance with BoDRoFF’s views. We have already
argued that these views are based on data obtained in the dry Russian
steppe, and very probably on averages obtained by means of series
of observation during periods of sufficient length. We, however, have
always tested the temperature course on separate days.
In doing so it bas become dear to us that the reversal, dependent
on the cloud deck. sometimes takes place early, at other times late
in the afternoon. A reversal early in the afternoon occurs on a day
when the sky is cloudless or almost cloudless from morning till
night, and during which the air mass undergoes no changes. On days
with a heavy cloud deck during the forenoon and in cases when an
intermittent cloud deck occurs throughout the day, the reversal
takes place late in the afternoon. Therefore the average reversal
will take place at a point of time in between. 1f, in this connection,
we take into account the fact that in our country the number of
days with a variable cloud deck is greater than in the Russian steppe,
we may expect that in our country the mean reversal will take place
somewhat later in the afternoon than yonder.
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CHAPTER VIII
SUMMARY AND

CoscLusIoxs

An investigation was made into the micro-clirnatic properties of
i.
a cultivated area on sandy soil sheltered by narrow oak-coppice
stands. Attention was paid in the first place to the distribution of
the air temperature. measured at a height of 2 or xo cm above the
ground. Moreover data were collected on the distribution of air
humiditv, evaporation and in some cases also of soil temperature
and wind.
In this publication measurements made above or in high crops
are not taken into consideration.
A rather elaborate studv was made of the literature concerning
2.
this subject. from which it has appeared that some general and
fundamental insight had already been obtained into the properties
of the windfleld in the neighbourhood of and hetween windscreens,
chiefly as a result of the efforts of some Danish and Swissinvesti
gators. In the literature we have moreover found ideas. either more
or less founded. on some olher microclimatic factors.
from the resuits obtained hv the foreign investigators mentioned
it could be concluded that. if the tvind direction is perpendicular
to or almost perpendicular to the oak-coppice stands, not a single
point of the oak-coppice hedged area examined will be exposed to
the full wind.
In the field observations the microclimate of an oak-coppice
sheltered area was. during short periods. compared with that of an
3.

open area. The differences found were always considered with
regard to the prevailing type of weather, the hour of the day, and the
time of the year. As to the way in which it was carried out this
investigation has therefore been rather of a microrneteoroÏogicat than
of a microctimatic nature.
Concerning the above mentioned climatic factors an insight was
obtained into the character and the causes of the existing micro
.

-
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climatic differences between open and oak-coppice sheltered regions.
With reference to the absolute values of these differences it should
be noted that, under ideal weather ccnditions. that is to say under
those conditions that cause the differences to be most distinct, they
will be greater than the values recorded by us.
5. It has appeared that the inftuence of stands can become manifest
in various ways, according to the hour of the day and the prevailin
weather conditions. It has become dear that the time of the year
chiefly inftuenced only the absolute values of the differences and the
level of the values on the temperature scale.
6. It is dear that the primary inftuence of the stands bears on the
wind velocity. For a great part the differences between the open and
the sheltered area are caused by the fact that there is less movement
of the air in the sheltered area than of that in the open. We have
called air with reduced velocity “stagnant” air.
When the balance of heat is positive the temperature in the lower
most layers of sta gnant air masses will on bright davs be higher than
in air masses which move at a higher speed. As a consequence the
temperature in the sheltered area, measured immediately above the
ground, will, if the balance of heat is positive, be higher than that
in the open, at least as long as no other factors control the tempera
ture. On bright days this situation aries shortlv after sunrise and
comes to an end at about 2 or 3 p.m. After this time, which we have
called the “reversal”, the balance of heat becomes negative, as a
result of which the temperature in the sheltered area fails with
respect to that in the open. As this situation lasts tili sunrise of the
next day, during dear nights with light to moderate wind the danger
of night-frost will be greater in certain places in a shettered area than
in an open one.
We must assume that the soil cover will influence the reversaL
which will occur earlier above a (low) cover than above the bare
ground.
When incoming radiation is intermittent as a result of the
variability of the cloud deck the reversal occurs late in the afternoon.
This means that on szich days, which in our ctirnate occurratherfrequentty
the temperature is practicallv alt day higher in a shettered area than in
an open one, which is. generatty speaking, favourable to the growth of
the crops.
‘44
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7. According to the theorv of stagnant air the diurnal maximum
temperature would have to be higher in the sheltered area than in the
open, if the weather is bright with light to moderate wind. In the
area in which during the greater part of the day temperature is
exclusively controlled by the properties of Stagnant air, however,
this appeared not to be the case. Therefore we must take it for granted
that during the hours about noon there is some infiuence which
reverses the normal daily temperature course in stagnant air. We
suppose this effect to be caused by some system of air circulation
which will necessarily result from the temperature contrasts in the
sheltered area itself.
8. The theory of stagnant air is only applicable as long as there is
wind. Thus the rise or the fali in temperature vanishes, at feast in
so far it resuits from the stagnating of the air, when there is no wind
at all. Therefore in calm nights the danger of night-frost wilt, apart
from other influences (see betow), not be greater in a shettered area
than in an open one.
9. Beside the indirect there are some direct infiuences. which,
combined with the former, control in certain places the temperature
in an oak-coppice region. Direct influences active in the daytime
are shading, which causes lower temperatures, and refiection against
the woodstand, which effects higher temperatures. The latter influ
ence causes ait extra rise of the air temperature above a strip of ground
on the sun side of and parallel to the stand. Owing to this damage may
be done to the crops in this zone in hot periods during the hours
of the day when the balance of heat is positive so that the sheltered
area is already warmer than the open as a result of stagnating of the
air. This damage has indeed in some cases been observed as appears
from literature.
Refiection also causes the reversal to take place in this zone later
in the day.
During the night two direct infiuences from the stands are active.
In the first place the stand prevents in some degree outgoing radiation
in its immediate vicinity. In the second place a slowly descending
current of cold air next to the stand is effected bv the radiation going
Out from the branches and leaves. The partiat prevention of outgoing
radiation causes the danger of night-frost not to be of the same importance
in all places of the sheltered area, the strips of ground near the stands
‘45

being even more or Ïess protected from nigÏzt-frost. The danger of
night-frost will be greatest in two zones. viz. in the first place in
the part of the règion where the prevention of outgoing radiation
resulting from the distance to the stand is practically nu but where
the stand still infiuences the wind considerably, and in the second
place in the narrow belt of the descending current of cold air next
to the stand. on both sides. During catm nights onlv the cold current
of air next to the stand will be active. for the rest of a sheltered area
it is to be expected that dztring such nights it wilt have partty a higher
temperature and partly the same temperature than an open area.
io. A narrow zone with relatively high temperatures proved to exist
next to the shaded zone in the daytime. Although many attempts
to explain the situation have failed we are to consider the existence
of this zone as a realitv. The only conclusion with regard to this zone
is, that the latter seemed to be connected somehow with the contrast
between sun and shade on the ground.
The thicker the cloud deck, the smaller the differences in temper
ature hetween the two areas and between the different temperature
zones in the sheltered area will be. This hoids good both for the
daytime and for the night.
ii.

12. In strong wind the differences in temperature are, as it were,
swept away. The differences in temperature only occur in places
where the wind is reduced considerably. When studying the differences
under these conditions we find the same regularities as have been
described above.

Generally speaking, we may assume that absolute air humidity
is higher in a sheltered area than in an open one. ‘vVhen in a sheltered
area the temperature is temporarily higher, the retative hutnidity.
however, may be lower here than in the open, in spite of the higher
absolute humiditv.
13.

The distribution of evaporation has appeared to depend con
siderably on the distribution of wind velocitv. A local rise in temper
ature only causes a slight increase in evaporation in that place. Thzis
evaporation is usuaÏlv ntuch smaller in a shettered area tÏtan in au open
one. It needs no demonstration that this is of great advantage to the
14.
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crops during periods of drought. This decrease in evaporation,
however, may lie a disadvantage during the harvest proceedings.
when the reaped corn is drying. This causes the complaints of the
farmers mentioned in the introduction.
Indications were obtained, both in direct and indirect wavs,
that oak-coppice stands are among the class of dense windscreens
as indicated by the Danish and Swiss investigators (see survey of
literature). This means that planting oak-coppice stands is not the ntost
efficient method for obtaining shelter in a region. The same, per/taps a
better resutt ntight be obtained by plan ting more pervions win dscreens.
15.

i6. It has appeared that an important part of the peculiarities of
the distribution and course of temperature air humidity and eva
poration in an oak coppice sheltered area may be carried back to
the properties of stagnant air. As the wind is in some way and in some
degree reduced by any woodstand. it may be assumed that the
microclimate found in oak-coppice sheltered regions will return in
some form in any sheltered region, depending on the nature of the
windfield of the woodstands in the region observed.
In principal the other inftuences viz. shading and reflection.
will also lie active in other landscapes. The density and the size of
the windscreens will, to a high degree, be decisive for the measure
in which these iniluences will appear.
from the Jacts mentioned it will have become dear that the resuits
obtamed are at the same time bot/t a basis and a ,notiz’e for inves
tigations in regions that are s/t ettered by other types of woodstands.
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